Appendix One

Comments

Question One: Do you want a structure to replace the Tanker Jetty?
No The tanker jetty is one of the main icons of Esperance and does not deserve to be demolished. I can't imagine Esperance without it.

No I only want a replacement if the original cannot be fixed, the original should be restored if possible. If not possible then a replacement structure will be required and wanted.

No I would prefer it stayed (icon of town, wood structure) but understand structural concerns.

No If it can't be saved, then yes.

No Would cost too much money - other priorities.

No The tanker jetty should remain standing. Remove public access for safety.

No I want the jetty.

No Money can be spent elsewhere.

No Because the jetty is for families and tourists to enjoy.

No It appears to me that much of the desire to replace the Tanker Jetty is based on sentimental reasons and I do not think this justifies the large expenditure required. I would much prefer money to be put towards the development of a multi-use seaside facility that would serve a greater proportion of the community, both local and visiting. This could include facilities for fishing, boating and swimming.

No Because the money it would cost could be put to other areas. The foreshore has already had enough spent on it for a town of our size.

No It will have no commercial benefit to the town.

No The jetty is what tourists want to see like all the advertise.

No Because the cost shouldn't be borne by the local community from raising rates, resulting from the ineptitude of the local government to properly budget for repair, maintenance and eventual replacement since taking over control. Unless fully funded by external monies and efficiencies found with the local government by streamlining the council including reducing the workforce with has increased by 100 workers over the last 6 years, with no increase in rate base or size of council area.

No Tanker Jetty historic icon.

No Have a separate structure. Jetty holds historic value.

No Not if the money used to replace the jetty takes funding away from upgrade of the indoor stadium - I see 400 plus kids use this facility each week - it needs work!

No I feel that with the money that is in the so called jetty reserve fund plus the cost of a new structure (which I feel would not be much larger than the James street structure) could go a long way to preserving the tanker jetty.

No Want the Tanker Jetty to be saved it is an Esperance Icon, has historic meaning for past and present generations, right to very small people, not to mention the tourists who come every year and enjoy the Jetty.

No Because the wood is in good condition, it is the pylons and fixtures to pylons and ocean floor that are giving way and rusting out. There is no reason why the top decking of the old Tanker Jetty cannot be left as it is in good condition, and the wooden pylons replaced with a supporting cement structure. There are many old wooden bridges and jetties with cement replacements that are strong and designed as an art piece so as not to detract from the top decking, and most importantly will last a lifetime.

No It is one of the very few icons that we have left and should be preserved. Unlike the old wool sheds that were torn down.

No Because it is one of the main tourist attractions and everyone uses it.

No Because I downtown want the jetty gone.

No Because I don't want the jetty to go.

No The tanker jetty shouldn't go in the first place.
No  No I feel as though the jetty is not primary reason why tourists come to Esperance. People come to esperance to see the beaches and the landscape. Spending money on a replacement jetty is not going to increase tourism at all. It would be more beneficial to build something that the cruise ships could berth against, as this is something that brings significant spending to the town. Along with the cruise ship, this structure could provide a fishing and diving location along with a much needed modern marina for the town.

No  People do not COME to Esperance to fish off the jetty. I have been here all my life & have seen the James St jetty burn, have used the tanker jetty to earn pocket money as a young boy & to fish off later. The town would benefit from a multi-purpose facility for protected swimming, fishing, mooring of boats & safe landing for tourist ships. We need a state of the art marina facility- look at hillarys boat harbour as an example. I do not wish to spend my money that I pay in rates on a sentimental structure.

No  current structure should be repaired

No  I want the jetty

No  Cost of replacement.

No  It's part of the city's heritage

No  Fix the old one

No  Because i like to go fishing and spending time with family on jetty

No  I'd like it to decay naturally like the Castletown Jetty

No  it is a traditional landmark of esperance

No  It is not a viable option as it has no commercial or funding priority. Many other funding requests have priority.

No  The jetty is esperance

No  Waste of local money

No  If the jetty gets demolished i feel it wont be replaced and for tourism we need the jetty as it is as its an icon to esperance

No  Because it is a part of the history in town. It is a big tourist attraction and the only jetty in town you can fish off without having boats in your way

No  Seems useless and money can be spend towards creating more things for children, such as parks

No  in the present financial climate it is not required ..not many residents use it.

No  Only the section that has a sag in it needs to be replaced!

No  I want it replaced simular as it was

No  dont fast track the removal fast track the sacking of the shire...dont tender the job out. ...buy the equipment and setup your own maintenance team that live in town..there money will stay here....get funds from the port...they are liable for cost for corect maintenance wich they never did while in control

No  Because i would rather not be spending more then the fortune i already spend on rates for tourists

No  Complete waste of money (however if you do build one, build it beside the old one so the old one can help build the new one) makes sense to me...then the new one might be easier to build

No  Maintain the existing one

No  An out door pool in place of it

No  I think the money could be spent better elsewhere

No  Would rather the money spent on something else like an outdoor pool or something to use more and attract tourists

No  Because the current jetty is a part of heritage and should be funded to be rebuilt

No  Fix or replace the jetty

No  Want the jetty restored

No  Retain current heritage
No The original should be preserved for its heritage.
No I believe the jetty makes esperance it should be fixed
No Would prefer the jetty
No Rebuild existing jetty
No Cheeper to fix the old one
No Keep the jetty
No I believe the original jetty should have the worse parts removed and replaced and repairs done to the existing jetty rather than a new structure.
No Not necessary
No It needs to be refurbished not replaced
No The historic significance of the jetty is an important part of esperance. Everytime a person talks about esperance the first topic that comes up is the jetty then the beaches. I prefer to look at the jetty and see the heratage and remember time i spent on it as a kid and now with my own children.
No Because it has a lot of sentimental value to the people of Esperance.
No Do not build another jetty, make a rock wall
No Keep the old one
No Jetty has served it’s ‘Purpose, shipping’
No The money would be better spent on a new marina & ocean pool to enhance foreshore development which is so far excellent
No There is only so much money available from all sources & any grany only covers capital works & not ongoing maintenance which as a ratepayer would be too onerous. Possibly a shortened version could be considered.
No Repair 2 third in length
No Marine precinct
Yes It is iconic and a coastal town without a jetty is just unheard of
Yes The jetty is a great draw card for families either local or tourists. Esperance Needs it!
Yes Because it's an icon that we need
Yes Icon of town used by all demographics
Yes Safety and it's an icon for Esperance
Yes We grew up in esperance, the tanker jetty holds a special place in our hearts and gave us so many memories that we cherish. Its very hard to hear that it will be demolished, if there isn’t something there to replace it how are others to make special memories there
Yes It was a main icon of the town the new water front upgrades was built to include it. A walk along the jetty after a meal or to do a spot of fishing was one of the greatest things about Esperance. If nothing is out in place there is nowhere to even do some fishing
Yes Esperance needs a jetty
Yes it is an icon for the town
Yes ...I've been coming to Esperance all my life, the jetty played a huge role in memories and events with my family, who now are deceased. As a child to fish, play on and meet others with similar interests on the jetty was a wonderful experience. Just to fillet a fish, throw the remains to the seagulls or sea lion was so lovely . To fish at night when dad said the best catches would be caught, to smell the sea spray and sea air and feel a part of the ocean as you stood as far in as possible under the yellow lights, and cold night air was priceless. Don't deny this for our future children, and families,, it was our night time museum.
Yes It a town icon and tourism attraction
Yes Because it’s the only reason I go to Esperance
Yes The tanker jetty is iconic to Esperance and draws tourists so we need something just as unique and sentimental to Esperance to replace it.
The tanker jetty has been a part of Esperance for decades, and it would be a shame to lose such an icon of the town that millions of people have photographed, filmed, proposed and fished on. Don't let us lose this beautiful icon.

Because it is important to tourism and also fit the locals to give a safe fishing spot (not on slippery rocks etc)

Because everyone I know wants a new one if the old gets ripped down

Because it's a wonderful feeling walking out across the water. And fishing is a great family adventure

It's a part of history, it needs to be replaced by another jetty, if this one is to be removed!

Because it is what attracted me to move here

We need a jetty, foreshore attraction

Because it would be good for tourism and fishing with your family and kids

All towns need a jetty

I can't imagine Esperance without it. It's been here my entire life and it is apart of this town

Tourists and locals love the jetty

Because you are removing something that has been entertainment to families for years he fishing and jumping off of. Sitting there and thinking. There are not enough jetty's to fish off since you closed the port one to the public.

If we must loose our jetty there must be a structure ie another jetty to replace it as it would be hugely sad to see a major part of esperance lifestyle lost not to mention the impact on tourism which effects our local business. many tourists would have bought from local fishing stores to have a fish at the jetty its in walking distance of the town and much more convenient than bandy creek

The jetty meant so much to me growing up. I don't want the next generation to forget, and putting another jetty in it's place can create new memories for the next generation.

we are a seaside town

Because the jetty is a focal point of the foreshore

For our children and future generations to enjoy as we have growing up with the Tanker Jetty

Because that was the best thing we had in town

It's an important icon for our town, a place for leisure, hobbies, social activities and pleasure. we need a new one.

It is a feature of our town, part of the fabric of our community

Esperance wouldn't be the same without a jetty, put simply.

because it's a part of the town

It brings in the tourist's

Because it ties the foreshore together, and it's the first thing anyone from out of town asks about Esperance

A jetty

Because the old one is being demolished

It is one of our favorite places to walk and we always love looking out to the jetty. Something to remember it by or something else would be lovely.

Because the jetty is an important part of the town and a great tourist destination

This has been a part of my life as long as I can remember. even before I became a permanent resident here

I have done a Royal Carribean cruise that docked in the Bay. Many passengers just wanted to walk our jetty as word of mouth told them it was fantastic. Also I think the day we docked in the bay we tend3ered in to Taylor St jetty. It was awful. Rough water, not pleasant and I was asked why we couldn't dock at our beautiful jetty. I wondered myself as I know that it had been brought up at meetings with the Shire.

I only want a replacement if the original cannot be fixed, the original should be restored if possible. If not possible then a replacement structure will be required and wanted.
Yes To fish
Yes Locals and tourists need a safe place to fish. Not everyone has a 4x4 and rock fishing is dangerous
Yes We need something for the next generation of kids to fish off like I did with my grandfather, dad and my two boys!
Yes Iconic structure. Place for fishing for kids. Does seem a bit bizarre if all the landscaping to surround a jetty and there isn’t one!
Yes Without a jetty our little community won’t be complete and because that jetty supports a population of leafie sea dr
Yes For everyone to use, recreation and touristim
Yes It’s part of the town’s identity
Yes A jetty is a vital part of any coastal town providing fun for locals and an added attraction for tourists.
Yes It’s an icon of esperance
Yes because the shire never maintained the tanker jetty it is now not safe. if it is ripped down it should be replaced as close to the original as possible.
Yes It’s a community icon and part of the Esperance heritage
Yes Because its a sea side town and it will be easier for tourist and locals to have some quite tome or take the family with out costing an arm and a leg
Yes It is a part of the Esperance Heritage. Everyone loves a walk or to fish from the jetty. I did it when I was a child and my children love doing it now.
Yes I think it’s an important focal point for Esperane, for locals and tourist. We just had all this upgrade to the area as well. People enjoy being out on th water and this is close enough to town for people to walk to.
Yes Given the redevelopment of the area there needs to be something there. Also need it for fishing which supplements many family diets.
Yes As the historic jetty as always been a family activity the a few generations of our families could enjoy together. Since we moved hear 5 years ago it also became our family activity. But 3 years ago it became much more to us as my husband became a paraplegic, family walks along the waters edge became impossible. So we improvised the jetty (when open) became our family place for a coffee then a walk/wheel along it and back, which has become very important part of our families recovery and acceptance in our healing process.
Yes The tanker jetty is such an iconic landmark for the town, it holds so much history for the town
Yes It is used by thousands of people/tourists every year. It is an integral part of the history of Esperance.
Yes They need to rebuild a new jetty as its a place were family’s can go it is also were a man or women can teach his children to fish and place for them to bond and what is the point of spending all that money on rebuilding the forshore if your taking the main drew card away
Yes It is one of the most iconic structures in Esperance
Yes It is an Esperance icon and part of the town identity.
Yes Every town needs a jetty
Yes Another jetty
Yes Because the jetty is getting old and constantly repairing it is not a long term solution. In order to do it properly just replace it with a new one the same length and dimensions and do it properly the first time
Yes My family have visited the jetty for 16 years and it is a great meeting place and we just love it
Yes Significant local and tourist attraction. Allows elderly, disabled and kids to fish
Yes A town dies without a jetty structure
Yes Jetty, beaches, Norfolk Pines, symbolic of every resident & visitor as the heart of Esperance, every memory of Esperance out Jetty is the Star attraction and core of those memories, family memories traditions start at our Jetty.
Yes Icon of esperance
Yes Its part of esperance everyone in the community uses it as do our tourists
Yes The jetty needs to be replaced with sturdy, longer lasting materials because this was a massive past time for anyone growing up in esperance and a massive tourist attraction, this is a historic piece of esperance and I've realised since being in Kalgoorlie the jetty for Esperance is the Patty Hannans
Yes Another jetty.....as there is nowhere for locals and visitors to go fishing or even just an evening stroll overt the water.
Yes It's the biggest icon of Esperance and it's the only one left everything else in our history is gone or replaced by silly things that have nothing todo with our town eg: stone hedge !!!!
Yes We need a jetty to fish on.
Yes The jetty is an iconic part of Esperance and an important tourist attraction.
Yes It's a great place to fish at just take in the view
Yes To replace a symbol of Esperance you need another symbol
Yes because its a national icon, people flock to Esperance for the beaches and jetty! People recognise Esperance through the jetty
Yes I am in Esperance because of the Tanker Jetty - the only beautiful structure that attracted me
Yes We need something for the local people to use and tourists. Also it would compliment our lovely foreshore.
Yes But I'd rather we fixed the original
Yes It creates a beautiful view back to town, it is a Esperance icon. We fish there.
Yes For recreation, fishing and the iconic nature of the jetty.
Yes Its an important part of our town. I would like to see the jetty replaced with something similar to what it is now.
Yes Esp icon
Yes it is a great tourist attraction
Yes We need to replace one icon with another. The Jetty is part of the Esperance look and we need to keep that look up.
Yes Essential for many reasons
Yes Fishing ,walking,photography,tourism
Yes to fish off
Yes Because we need the jetty not only for Esperance people, but the tourists depend on it too.
Yes History and recreational use
Yes it is a special part of our town for fishing and recreation and needs to be retained
Yes The coastline would look empty without it, plus its a great fishing and meeting place, plus great exercise walking on the jetty
Yes Tourism and it is an iconic part of Esperance.
Yes Because it's a historical and cultural identity and a point of connection for all.
Yes Used alot, great for families & tourist, iconic
Yes We are a coastal town - there should be a place where visitors and locals can walk and fish from.
Yes Because it is a HUGE icon of Esperance and it has brought so much joy to the community
Yes History. Constant use by local population and visitors - one of the few places that children can sit and fish!
Yes The jetty structure has been utilised by locals and tourists for many years and I replacement should be high priority
Yes I feel Esperance would not be Esperance without the jetty
Yes Fishing/diving
Yes The improvement to the foreshore has created a wonderful meeting point with the jetty which the embraces the lifestyle an history of Esperance. Recreation, industry and environment all meeting as one.
The tanker jetty is an historic icon of the town, a tourist attraction and a great focal point for tourists and residents alike. Much more could be done to the jetty precinct if the jetty was replaced with another suitable structure.

Because its iconic to the town and it should be replaced.

It is a great recreational attraction and an iconic part of Esperance.

Historical significance. Tourist attraction.

The jetty provides an important community focus - for walking and fishing and other activities. It is one of the special aspects of living in Esperance - the opportunity to walk out over the Southern Ocean.

recreational activities

Seen as a iconic part of Esperance and a significant tourism draw card

Important to have a structure that is prominent and that can be identified with Esperance.

It would be great to see 2 - 3 smaller jetties built in different locations of man made headlands including 1 in the Castletown area

Esperance needs a jetty for everyone to enjoy

Preserve the history of Esperance. Even though it will not be the same jetty it will be a timely and functional reminder of Esperance history.

It's an icon and so widely used.

Having now lived in Busselton for the last 12 years (previously a born and bred Esperance local) our jetty which was basically in the same situation 8 years ago as the Esperance jetty, was closed for 18 months for repairs. Thank god they had the foresight to see the importance of repairing it and how valuable it is to the town. Whatever time of the day you go down to the Busselton foreshore the jetty is busy.

We are a seaside town, we need a jetty

For fishing and swimming

So we have something to stand on when fishing and talking to tourists

Nothing beats walking out on it.

It's a vantage point and ties together the other points of interest in that spot ie food/drink vans, playground

Wouldn't be Esperance without it.

A replacement jetty

Integral part of Esperance

as long as the (STRUCTURE) is an actual jetty

If we can't keep our old one - its iconic to our town and is good for tourism

Tourism and great for family activity

Safer place for kids, elderly and tourists to fish from

Because it is an Esperance Icon, and the town needs it! Locals without boats or even a car can go fishing. It's great for the tourists too!

Some where safe for kids to fish also a good walk

The jetty has been a major tourism attraction to esperance. We are currently trying to push esperance to be a seafood hub yet we are about to demolish one of the major structures that depicts this.

Because the jetty is an icon to Esperance- not many seaside towns have retained their old jetties and it affects tourism to the towns.

It's an iconic feature

We need to have a structure with looking at future docking for our cruise ships. Make it so it can expanded in the future with funding that will come in future years.

Tourists. Icon of the town.

As another structure like a jetty will compliment the new foreshore and the headland created

Amenity

Because the old one isn't safe anymore
Yes Somewhere to fish from and walk out. It would enhance the appeal of the foreshore.
Yes Because it’s a great place for families and Tourists. A lot of older people rely on the structure to catch fish for food.
Yes We need to preserve our town history and have drawcards for tourism.
Yes If we can’t keep the existing historic and iconic structure and maintain it properly, the replacement should resemble the original. It is used by many young fishermen who cannot afford to fish from boats. There is also the tourist factor to be taken into account. This jetty was a major part of the Esperance history and any replacement should reflect this history. It also creates a marine habitat for everyone (Local and visitor) to enjoy.
Yes Tourist attraction/community asset/ access for young children, disabled, frail aged citizens to fishing. It enhances the brand new foreshore development.
Yes A replacement jetty is needed (& loved) by many visitors & access at present dearly missed!
Yes It is a huge tourist attraction.
Yes the jetty is useful for both locals and tourists. Almost everyone is sad that the old one is beyond repair so a replacement jetty is the next best thing to filling that void.
Yes It was a safe place with good fishing I loved it.
Yes Think it is a major part or Esperance, I grew up with it and would love for when I have kids for them to grow up with it.
Yes It is an area of cultural significance.
Yes For the fantastic family recreational activities it provides in an accessible location, central to town.
Yes The Tanker Jetty and the new headland they go perfectly together, so there for we need something to fit in with the new headland.
Yes Because it’s such an iconic part of Esperance. Plus it’s a safe place for families & the disabled to fish. If you can’t restore, replace!!!
Yes If we can’t restore then we should replace.
Yes It’s past its useby date and could be replaced by something better and multi purpose.
Yes Esperance needs a long jetty to fish off of, and walk along. It gives a different perspective of town from the ocean.
Yes Obvious it needs replacing.
Yes For Tourism, for fishing off, people die fishing off rocks.
Yes It is just not Esperance without a Jetty….what sea shore town has not got a Jetty?
Yes To give tourists and locals somewhere to fish. Jetty itself was a nice place to walk.
Yes To be used as a recreation facility (fishing and walking) and as a tourist attraction.
Yes It’ll probably be better.
Yes It is an important part of the town and community and contributes to tourism as well.
Yes My grandfather, father, myself, my husbands family, our children and our childrens children have had great times please ensure that the next generations can fish, walk, enjoy nature at it’s best in this beautiful place.
Yes Because it good for fishing and walking.
Yes The jetty is a meeting place, the focal point of the foreshore as well as a "must see" destination for tourists. As well as a treasured dive site for both local and visiting scuba divers.
Yes Because it is a wonderful structure for children to learn the art of fishing and respect for the ocean.
Yes For the tourist factor.
Yes A new structure incorporating a cruise boat facility would be more benificial to the community long term for attracting more cruise boats, there for more export dollars. The new jetty facility must not be restricted for usage etc (IE must allow access for fishing and walking.)
Yes Because the jetty is an important part of growing up in Esperance, and I want my children to enjoy that too. The ability to walk out over the sea, to be able to view the town from out there, and the fishing, are invaluable experiences, for both locals and visitors. Also, following the beautiful transformation of the foreshore, the site of the old jetty would look incomplete, and a bit silly. That would be a pity after such a great job.

Yes Iconic Esperance plus gives people somewhere free to fish without needing access to a boat.

Yes We love to go fishing there

Yes IT MUST BE REPLACED, it can be started by putting a section in at a time when money permits but it must be built to except cruise ships, build it properly & they will come

Yes I enjoy walking along the jetty the feeling of being out on the water but safe! My kids love fishing along the jetty, it’s so lovely to be able to look back onto the town we love

Yes It is a crucial part of Esperance, both for locals and tourists. Esperance is known far and wide for its amazingly beautiful beaches, and the jetty is a way that people have enjoyed them for years. It would be unacceptable to not have a structure replacing the Tanker Jetty.

Yes Because the jetty is good

Yes Because it is a tourist attraction to the town, if not rebuilt Esperance will lose its specialty.

Yes Because the new jetty will attract tourists.

Yes Cause it’s rad

Yes Its a great spot to walk along in the morning and a great spot for beginning fishers

Yes Yes because it’s one Esperance’s most famous landmarks and we need to keep it

Yes New jetty to replace the one that is up

Yes The jetty is iconic

Yes Perfect place to spend time in Esperance the renovations to the foreshore will be wasted if no replacement is put

Yes There is nothing better than walking out over the ocean and looking back at the beauty that is Esperance, to say nothing of all those who have and hopefully will learn the joy of fishing off our Jetty.

Yes Another jetty

Yes Good for the town and will help in tourism

Yes Because it is part of the Esperance heritage and experience, no visit is complete without a walk out to the end.

Yes It is iconic to Esperance and is enjoyed by locals and tourists alike. I have spent many hours / days fishing off the jetty and strolling along its length chatting to people and enjoying the beautiful view of the Bay

Yes I feel it is such an iconic part of Esperances landscape and a tourist draw card. Combine this with the use by locals, and its importance is even greater

Yes A jetty is good for tourism which the town of Esperance relish

Yes As a coastal destination for goldfields people we enjoy a walk and fishing from the jetty

Yes The current structure is iconic! I’ve walked it, fished off it and shared many memories on it for 40+ years. It’s used as a marker when describing Esperance to interstate visitors. A visit to Esperance isn’t complete without walking the jetty on arrival and before departing on the drive home.

Yes Because it is an essential tourist place & locals to view the town & enjoy a spot of fishing

Yes Because it is apart of Esperance

Yes It’s a tourism attraction and completes the foreshore work already done

Yes It’s an Esperance icon

Yes It is one of Esperance landmarks

Yes It's part of why we go to Esperance

Yes We love to hand fish for herring, have done so since a child

Yes It is iconic and a tourist attraction
Because Esperance is a beautiful SEASIDE town and part of that beauty is the ability to walk out along a jetty and to fish.

Idk just do

Because it is one of the main attractions

So we still have a jetty.

to help with tourism and entertainment

The Tanker Jetty represents Esperance. Without the jetty, Esperance is just another seaside town.

Because of the tanker jetty's multiple uses eg fishing, diving, general tourism attraction

A jetty completes the foreshore. It allows further opportunities for recreation in our tourist town

I would like to see something in its place but not necessarily a jetty and certainly not at any cost

This is an icon of Esperance, draws in both community and tourists.

For tourism

The headland was built to fit in with the jetty. It is needed for recreational purposes, both for visitors and locals. Everything is there, playground, food outlets and lots of lovely space.

I think a jetty adds character to a town. It is also good for recreational fishing or those without a boat.

Being a coastal town we need this structure as a tourist attraction and a for local’s use.

recreation and tourism

Cause fishing off the Tanker Jetty is a part of every day life in Esperance

Yes to help this dying town make people want to live and holiday here.

For fishing, diving and spectating

Great for young people and tourists

It is a part of Esperance history having a jetty

For tourists and locals to walk along and to fish from. When I go to another seaside town I like to go for a walk on their jetty. It is disappointing for locals and tourists not to be able to walk or fish from the jetty any more.

Iconic and the desire to walk and teach my kids how to fish. I just love seeing so many people on there.

It is the only safe place that people can fish from particularly children; it is a tourist attraction for the town; there is an opportunity to build a new structure that could also be used for additional things like a protected swimming area.

The existing jetty provided a safe place to experience being out further into the sea than the shore makes possible. Losing this access altogether would be a great loss.

For those who want to fish off jetty and to remember the historical aspect of the Tanker Jetty that was

So that locals and tourists will have something enjoy ... walk on, fish from and relax

Because the jetty was used by so many locals and visitors making it a very important structure for Esperance

Because the jetty was used by so many locals and visitors making it a very important structure for Esperance

Done good work already on renewing the foreshore. Something contemporary would be great.

to continue the improvements of the foreshore developments

I am a resident who enjoys walking along the jetty and believe it is a special place for community members and visitors alike to interact and recreate alongside each other.

to allow people on mobile scooters to be able to fish, along with the dads able to teach their children to fish and people on holidays can come and do some fishing safely

To promote tourism and for local people to continue using the jetty for their enjoyment
Yes Because it’s a icon, and a good thing for the community
Yes Fishing
Yes Cheaper to replace than repair
Yes Why not? Fishing, swimming, walking, kids love to look over the edge to see if there is anything there, foreshore is boring and all the same
Yes Important tourism structure in our town
Yes As a coastal community the jetty is an integral part of our community infrastructure, and we now have the opportunity to develop a truly multi-use facility.
Yes For tourism
Yes It is a worthwhile attraction and leisure facility
Yes We need something there, after all, wasn’t the fore shore designed around the jetty and the headland?
Yes Esperance needs a safe place where families can fish.
Yes Loved taking my young family fishing of the old jetty
Yes Having the jetty is a great community, tourist and fishing venue
Yes We NEED a central safe place for kids and older people to fish
Yes The Tanker Jetty is iconic to Esperance drawing tourist to our town. It is great for kids and adults to fish from.
Yes I really like the look of the current jetty, it’s part of the Esperance landscape
Yes The jetty is one of my favourite things to visit when I Travel to Esperance and having it gone would be another reason to not Travel to esperance
Yes Good to have some attraction to the newly renovated headland foreshore area. May as well capitalise on the improvements.
Yes Because the jetty is an integral part of the Esperance experience
Yes Town needs a new icon
Yes If it can’t be repaired it should be replaced, it is an iconic part of esperance and crucial for tourism
Yes It’s a local attraction, and with some planning might be used for cruise liners as well.
Yes It is an integral part of the fabric that is Esperance. It was an excellent tourist attraction.
Yes This jetty is heritage, as a child from Kalgoorlie, it was the only reason we had school holidays in Esperance
Yes It is a part of the Esperance identity.
Yes because the old is buggared and why throw money down the drain in repairs, a nice new structure and going further out for the ship visitors
Yes It is a icon for Esperance and for WA
Yes I’d like a new structure closer to the town centre that can accommodate cruise ships.
Yes Because it’s an icon
Yes Its part of Esperance having a jetty loved seeing the elder folk fishing of The jetty
Yes Because
Yes It’s iconic and great for town
Yes esperance would not be the same without a jetty to walk on/fish from
Yes Because the tanker jetty was a big highlight for many people coming to visit Esperance go fishing long romantic walks etc..
Yes A real attraction and what a healthy activity walking out and back. Good for fishing and should be free for all.
Yes A new jetty because it’s part of Esperance.
Yes So we can swim and fish off it
Yes It serves a community purpose for our residents and visitors by allowing fishing from, walks and aesthetically
Yes Because it is widely recognised as an icon of our town and widely used by locals and visitors.
Yes My grandad help to build the new jetty, it holds great childhood memories for my family as my Dad and brothers fished every day, I hope we can get a replacement.

Yes It's the icon of the town.

Yes Reinstate the already established dive trail. Iconic and part of Esperance's appeal.

Yes It is an Iconic part of Esperance, Centrepiece of our beautiful foreshore and easiest if not only access for Disabled and Elderly people to Fish.

Yes Why not ???

Yes Much of our tourism, especially from the goldfields, depends on the jetty. There is no better place to go fishing in Esperance.

Yes To allow fishing, and sightseeing. Also to let the cruise ships berth.

Yes Recreational use only.

Yes Me and the family love travelling to esperance to fish from the jetty.

Yes The headland development is wasted if no other attraction is available at this end of the foreshore.

Yes Focal point of tourism and recreation.

Yes To walk along, to fish off.

Yes For the tourism that a jetty of some sort will generate, and also for all those kids that go fishing. Also because we love to go for walks up the 'jetty' in the summer.

Yes As a focal point for the foreshore and for safe fishing.

Yes Because it's an important part of the history and future direction of Esperance.

Yes A jetty provides a focal point for visitors to walk along and fish from.

Yes Fishing for all.

Yes There needs to be some sort of structure to catch the attention of both locals and tourists.

Yes For fishing.

Yes Because having a jetty is a great meeting point, focal point & a place for recreation.

Yes Tourism dollars, and a Jetty epitomizes ESPERANCE.

Yes It's a part of Esperance.

Yes So we have a long jetty to fish from, walk along and something to draw tourists to.

Yes It's an important tourist attraction and we need somewhere safe for our kids to go fishing.

Yes Tourism and local amenity. Focal point for recent foreshore development.

Yes The tanker jetty is iconic to Esperance. Family’s from all over use it. A new structure will help ease the thought of losing our town icon.

Yes The Tanker Jetty is iconic to Esperance. Many people walk and fish off it - Esperance wouldn’t be the same without it!!

Yes it would be wonderful to see another structure put in place to replace and become an iconic and large scale outdoor community and visitor facility.

Yes It's great to walk out along the jetty on a beautiful evening or watch the sunrise in front of it. It's also fabulous for fishing, especially kids with it being close to town for them. Tourists also love having a jetty to walk on and to fish from.

Yes Attraction of the town.

Yes The foreshore/esplanade is a prominent feature and a structure going out over the water would be great.

Yes Esperance should have a jetty.

Yes Tanker Jetty is tourist Icon and used intensively for strolling, fishing, passive enjoyment.

Yes It's an Esperance icon.

Yes Stupid not to.

Yes The jetty is integral to Esperance, for locals and visitors!

Yes For it to continue to be a draw card for tourists and locals alike.

Yes It is important for tourism and for locals to lead a healthy lifestyle.

Yes The foreshore alone will not attract sufficient tourists.
Yes Because Esperance needs a jetty
Yes It has been a part of Esperance for such a long time and is great to show visitors
Yes Because it will kill off esperance main attraction..
Yes The structure plays an important part in the culture and history of the Esperance Community and as such should be included as part of what makes the Esperance experience one of a kind that carries on into the future.
Yes Yes, as the foreshore has been developed with the jetty as a focal point, so some sort of structure should be there to maintain this.
Yes Cruise ship docking, Fishing, Tourist attraction
Yes Existing is simply too old, dangerous and too expensive to replicate/replace as is
Yes To compliment the existing investment on the jetty headland
Yes We need structure to be utilised for fishing, diving & recreation. Does not need to be as long. Probably needs to be wider,
Yes We have a lovely headland there, so we need something to replace the jetty
Yes Because it is an icon and we should have something else as the main point of our foreshore
Yes I like the historical element
Yes Being able to get out over the water significantly adds to the amenity of the foreshore experience both for local inhabitants and visitors. Dropping a line over the side is a lovely and harmless way for a many a pre-teen to spend a weekend afternoon.
Yes The jetty is a icon and tourists attraction
Yes Jetty is good for finishing but more important is the use by Cruise Companys
Yes Tourism, fishing, etc
Yes Fishing and recreation use, tourist attraction
Yes Safe access to fishing off the coast without a boat, and jetties are cool
Yes Because I feel it is an iconic part of esperance
Yes The area is iconic site and suited to a jetty and is well known around the state which encourages tourism to our town
Yes It is an iconic part of Esperance. It is a great leisure area and tourist attraction
Yes It is an Iconic landmark of Esperance not just for tourism but for locals for all sorts of recreational pursuits.
Yes It is attractive to Tourists and great for fishing for Disabled and elderly people
Yes Iconic to the town and region and allows safe fishing and recreation. Without it the headland has little interest for visitors.
Yes The tanker jetty was a great place to take your kids fishing for squid without a boat!!
Yes Fishing
Yes The jetty is symbolic of Esperance and a safe place to go fishing for locals and tourists alike.
Yes A jetty structure provides for an important part of teh recreational offer provided by Esperance for both residents and visitors.
Yes Because lots of people use to fish off it. Many people have pictures of the jetty and Esperance wouldn't be Esperance without seeing even a shortened version of this jetty in the harbour.
Yes It is part of our town and although the structure may not be the original, it is part of our life blood
Yes it is an icon and identity of the town of Esperance
Yes If the jetty isn't replaced by some kind of structure; I feel a number of tourists to the region will go elsewhere. A lot of people come to Esperance with or without vehicles just to fish on the jetty
Yes Great for tourists, locals and visitors, and those who don't have boats to get out over the water and walk and fish
Yes, it is an integral part of our town, to locals both young and old, those who do fish and those who love a stroll along her length. The jetty has seen many young lives get a start in fishing so much better than sitting in front of an Xbox or doing drugs, fighting, vandalism etc.

Yes, Iconic to Esperance and tourism.

Yes, It is a great tourist attraction and had a huge impact on my life especially my love of fishing.

Yes, We are a tourist town and many people fish off the jetty. I was born here and it is not right not to replace it.

Yes, My partner and I loved to fish & take the dog for a walk down the jetty. It's a great place for families and tourists to enjoy their day.

Yes, Creates family bonding.

Yes, The Tanker Jetty is a big part of Esperance's history and a huge tourist attraction. I couldn't count how many nights I would go fishing on the jetty on school holidays.

Yes, Because it is a great place to take kids fishing.

Yes, An iconic part of Esperance is the jetty, we have spent a lot of money on making our foreshore look amazing and for there to be no jetty, seems to be a let down.

Yes, It is as much a part of Esperance as the white sandy beaches. No Jetty = no tourism.

Yes, The current structure is part of the cultural heritage and is a recognised visitor attraction.

Yes, There is a strong connection to the community and the local population has enjoyed the space for many years.

Yes, Good spot for family's to fish and part of Esperance history.

Yes, Place for tourist and locals to fish and spend time with their family.

Yes, So I can head out on weekends and catch squid. Also so I can walk along it and appreciate the sunsets.

Yes, It's a great tourist attraction and giving them somewhere to have a fish.

Yes, The tanker jetty structure will be valuable source of extra activity for young and old residents of Esperance.

Yes, Great to take kids fishing from when visiting, lovely attraction to the area.

Yes, One of the greatest recreational pieces of infrastructure in this State. Used by everyone young and old.

Yes, Something to walk on and fish off.

Yes, The jetty was closed this year, so there was no fishing there with the grandchildren.

Yes, The jetty is provides a recreational activity for all demographics in the community.

Yes, It's one of the most beautiful attractions in the town!

Yes, It is the heart of our town.

Yes, The old jetty has out lived its time and the price of rates will go up too much to keep fixing it.

Yes, The jetty was an icon.

Yes, It is something that represents our history and is recognised as an Esperance icon.

Yes, To retain the history, increase tourism to the town and encourage the tourist dollar. To allow safe coastal recreational fishing to continue, given that all the town fishing spots have never been replaced.

Yes, It brings in tourism. People all over like fishing and walking on jetty's it will be a shame to not have a structure in its place.

Yes, We need some feature and the jetty is obviously going to be removed.

Yes, It's a part of Esperance. It is a place for families to make memories. The first place I took my partner who had never been before was to the jetty and when I saw it closed it near broke my heart.

Yes, Structure should go some distance into the sea for rest and recreation purposes. Floating jetty type would be ideal.

Yes, It is iconic it is well used by tourists and the community.
Yes Replace the Old Jetty with a new Jetty even if it not as long as the previous one. Everyone loves a walk or fish on a jetty. Great for families.

Yes Its an attraction and use for the town and visitors.

Yes So families and community can continue to recreate on both land and sea.

Yes Rebuild or repair existing

Yes Because the jetty is iconic and one of the main reasons we travel to Esperance to be able to fish off a replacement should be placed in for tourism purposes.

Yes Esperance needs a jetty for tourism.

Yes There would be value in continuation of an engineered headland where existing jetty stands. The length would be relevant, as to the desired width, so that the foreshore gains a completed look with function. viz provision of all that the existing jetty provides to those who are interested enough to voice an opinion. Needs must always win over 'wants'. The financial cost strangely is becoming highly vocal as opposed to previous costings of projects which appeared to be 'silent'. What is the value of scare mongering. Problems always bring solutions; not an invitation to back down.

Yes Attract tourists.

Yes Tho it would be nice to retain the old jetty it doesn't appear to be a viable option.

Yes The fishing.

Yes Its an iconic and historic part of the town and foreshore.

Yes The jetty serves a purpose for our community. Place to fish, to walk above the sea a link to the foreshore.

Yes So there is somewhere to fish when we come to visit.

Yes because it is an icon of Esperance.

Yes It is an important part of Esperance's identity and history.

Yes For the benefit of the town tourist and locals.

Yes It is iconic image of esperance. Esperance needs a jetty to walk out onto. A place where people can fish, walk and spend time with family.

Yes It is an Esperance Icon, local's and tourists alike enjoy fishing & walking along the jetty.

Yes Esperance will not be the same without a jetty.

Yes Due to that fact of the jetty is distorienting wouldn't it be better to replace it.

Yes Historic icon of Esperance & an institution for some locals & visitors.

Yes For use by people fishing and walking to allow enjoyment of the foreshore as before.

Yes family and tourist fishing.

Yes It brings the tourists in. Especially from the goldfields.

Yes It is an attraction people are drawn to structures that cross bodies of water.

Yes jetty's are great tourist attractions which is great for the community and also give people access for fishing and relaxing.

Yes It is a party of esperance and iconic.

Yes Some were to fish and we as a family love to walk along the jetty.

Yes this structure is iconic to Esperance. Many memories and enjoyment for locals and visitors.

Yes It has always provided a service that will be missed once it is removed.

Yes It a historical structure that attracts animals - ocean and air, people - local and tourists, from young to old - divers, fisherman, walkers and sightseers. It is a meeting place for people of types that engages in community interaction. To not have a jetty in esperance is like having an arm with no hand, you will still survive but your quality of life will never be the same.

Yes The tanker jetty is a part of the town an its history and has to be replaced.

Yes it is the one of the main tourist attractions in town, it should also be able to berth the cruise ships.

Yes Save the original!!

Yes It's the best alternative to repairing the existing icon of Esperance.
Yes So people can view the town and foreshore from a different angle without having to go out on a boat or other craft.
Yes Something to do in the town and nice for tourists
Yes Iconic tourist and local attraction. Spent money building the new foreshore around this asset
Yes Because for years I have fished and alked on the jetty and would love to continue to do the same
Yes Fishing, walking, town focus
Yes Tourism. Fishing, walking, the Jetty is Esperance.
Yes Because it’s heratige
Yes But only if the current structure is truly beyond repair.
Yes Helps to keep our kids off the streets and teaches themself about feeding themself and it’s great for bring in tourist.
Yes To put forth respect to what is and always will be a huge icon of Esperance
Yes Because it is essential to the locals and to future tourists to the town. and is great for fishing
Yes Valuable as a family friendly fishing spot for locals and tourists. A great place to walk and take in Esperance.
Yes It would look strange with nothing there.
Yes For tourism and local enjoyment
Yes To be able to keep fishing
Yes To fish from. To walk along in the evening.
Yes It’s important to have non-competitive social spaces.
Yes The Esperance icon
Yes It is an iconic tourist attraction for the town.
Yes I think half the old jetty be retained!! but fishing in Esperance for locals and visitors for easy access is an important part of Esperances past and future
Yes Its something everyone can use in the community if they wish
Yes It is an Esperance icon that is enjoyed by a lot of people
Yes The bay would not be the same with out a jetty especially with the new headland it needs at least a platform over the water
Yes Its an Esperance icon, used by young & old, locals & tourists
Yes It’s a part of Esperance’s identity and tourism draw card. It could also be a docking point for the cruise ships which would bring further tourism dollars to our town.
Yes Tourism
Yes Some thing for the tourist
Yes Its a tourist attraction and most of all its special to us locals and holds centemetal value
Yes It’s iconic and defines our community
Yes The 'Jetty " has been part of the Esperance foreshore for as long as I can remember. It is part of Esperance
Yes Great tourist attraction, diving trail at end if current jetty, great community facility, iconic Esperance landmark.
Yes Because it’s not Esperance without it.
Yes We still need a jetty
Yes It’s an icon
Yes e...You could say the “ying and yang “
Yes I don’t need a jetty but I beleive it is good for tourism and locals to fish off and enjoy being over the ocean.
Yes Its been an esperance icon and needs replacing
Yes Important landmark in Esperance
Yes Esperance needs a place for people to fish
Yes To allow my children to have childhood memories of the jetty, just like I do.
Yes It is a valuable icon and recreational asset to the town.
Yes it's a good attraction for young and old
Yes A great tourist attraction. Brings much joy to visitors.
Yes To have something equally as symbolic to future generations and visitors as the tanker jetty has been throughout its lifespan
Yes It is a great fishing platform for kids and the elderly to access
Yes It makes an Esperance holiday include family friendly fishing
Yes It's what Esperance is known for,
Yes It's a massive part of our town and many locals lives.
Yes Because it would be a massive part of Esperance to loose. I think we need a structure that tourists can walk out on and enjoy the view. I don't think it needs to be as long or the same, just something.
Yes Brings visitors to town
Yes Employment, tourism, history, fishing
Yes It's an icon and a much needed tourist attraction
Yes We are a seaside town, we need a jetty!
Yes It's is an icon of Esperance!!!
Yes A small fishing jetty will be in keeping with the tourist area
Yes Because I like to walk along the jetty, go fishing there and take family and friends there to see the beautiful view
Yes Because the jetty has been funded for upkeep and restoration. It is significant to the towns identity and environment. Look at the dive opportunities and haven for fish and other marine life
Yes Iconic tourism structure
Yes Because...history...
Yes I spent a lot of time on the jetty for relaxation, fishing, walking, sitting, and there is nowhere else in Esperance quite like it. It had its own unique atmosphere and brought all sorts of different people together in one place.
Yes Walking & fishing
Yes The jetty is an iconic structure of Esperance.
Yes The recent foreshore upgrade would be incomplete without a jetty
Yes It will benefit the community in the long run
Yes Iconic symbol of Esperance
Yes It is a safe communal place to teach children to fish and also a very relaxing walk out to the end of the jetty
Yes To take my children fishing safely
Yes The jetty provides a great focal, meeting and talking point for the community of Esperance and for visitors. It allows safe access to deep water for fishing particularly for children and those less able to purchase a boat of perch on rocks.
Yes What coastal town doesn’t have somewhere safe to fish from
Yes One of the safest places to take kids, frail, disable & elderly fishing in Esperance.
Yes It will make esperance more appealing
Yes The Tanker Jetty was part of my childhood and I’m sure a lot of other people's. It’s always a great early morning walk or an afternoon of fishing. If it is to be removed then it should be replaced by another Jetty at the least or something else if the Shire has other things in mind.
Yes For more community members and visitors to access it
Yes It's a big part of Esperance
Yes It's part of the town
Yes Tourism and recreation
Yes Because its iconic and part of our history. We need to refurbish it or replace it with another icon
Yes The jetty holds a useful place within the community for fishing, it used to be a lovely stroll on a sunny day.

Yes Allows access to deep water for those who don’t own a boat, or other seafaring vessel. The jetty also has held memories from my youth.

Yes There are a myriad of reasons - it is far safer to fish from the jetty than the rocks, its a wonderful place to walk and relax, its a tourist attraction, its a part of the heritage of Esperance...plus much more!

Yes It’s an Esperance icon, a place to walk, fish and spend time with family.

Yes I like the jetty. It brings tourists and we just spent millions making that area of the foreshore a focus point.

Yes Tourism and local recreation.

Yes It’s iconic to Esperance, needs to be rebuilt, perhaps half the length it is now.

Yes The jetty is a community icon which should be replicated in some form or another.

Yes In recognition of the jetty’s past.

Yes Its our historical jetty.

Yes The fishing on the jetty is famous and I would like to still drop a line and catch a few fish.

Yes Because it’s such an iconic feature of the Esperance foreshore.

Yes It is a shame to lose the current one so a similar structure would provide recreational opportunities for locals and visitors alike and provide a similarly pleasing aesthetic to the bay that the current jetty brings.

Yes It is iconic and part of our history.

Yes Our family frequently use it. Especially the kids who spend a lot of time on the jetty fishing and squiding. They follow all the rules relating to fishing and come home, clean their catch then have a big cook up!

Yes After spending all the money on the foreshore, why wouldn’t we want something down there apart from the grass.

Yes I was born in esperance and grew up there, for 22 years I have lived and worked and played in esperance and the tanker jetty was a big part of that. I have spent many a night on that beloved jetty myself and with close friends have made so many memories and created so many friendships as well, the variety of fish that can be caught along that jetty is amazing it gives people the chance to experience new things weather its fishing for the first time or catching your fist squid you can even get deep sea fish if your game to walk to the end. The fact of the matter is its an iconic part of the town and it should be replaced. Thank you.

Yes Because it is a landmark.

Yes A jetty is Esperance and all that it stands for: relaxation, fishing, solitude, exploring, engaging, inhaling and so much more.

Yes For tourists, also can not have nothing there after the foreshore upgrade.

Yes Absolutely love the jetty.

Yes I think it is a major part of Esperance and its tourism.

Yes Because we loved walking along the jetty with my baby girl.

Yes Jetty is a major tourist attraction for Esperance.

Yes It is our town icon.

Yes But only a small structure for fishing.

Yes Walk and fish.

Yes The jetty is iconic in Esperance for locals and tourists.

Yes Because it is an attraction, an icon and an activity in Esperance.

Yes Because visitors and locals alike enjoy fishing, walking on the jetty. It’s an important social and recreational hub.

Yes The bay would be bare without it.

Yes It is Esperance. No jetty no Esperance for me.
Yes Tourism and to remember the original by 
Yes Its is an Esperance icon 
Yes Lifestyle, Tourism, Attraction and Activity for Locals and Visitors alike. 
Yes Keep the existing jetty and repair it 
Yes It's part of esperance 
Yes Because it is a big draw card for the town every one loves fishing from the jetty 
Yes So people can use it for fishing, walking scuba diving etc 
Yes Tourist attraction & local history 
Yes Goes hand in hand with all the money spent on the foreshore. It is a tourist attraction. Doesn't need to be as long but still need a jetty and maybe a cafe built out on it. 
Yes Because the tanker jetty is Esperance, I was devastated returning to Esperance at Christmas to find it is to be closed and demolished. I understand it is unsafe, but feel as a whole it should have a structure constructed to replace it. The jetty is a beautiful place, for kids to fish, talk to the seal, just walk out upon and stare back at the shoreline, please let it remain part of Esperance 
Yes The old Tanker Jetty did not just provide an aesthetic element and focal point to the town. It also provides a significant point for marine dependent recreational activities (fishing, diving, etc). Given the right replacement, it may also provide berthing facilities for boats and possibly the cruise liners that come to Esperance (addressing another ongoing issue). A replacement jetty would provide both form and function. 
Yes I love everything about the jetty and think it is an important part of Esperance history and needs tone maintained when I think of Esperance I think of the jetty 
Yes Because of the fact we spent all that money on the foreshore it would be a shame to not have anything along it for visitors to see 
Yes The tanker is an icon for Esperance. It is a special part of Esperance that not only tourist live and want to visit but for all the locals that have grown up in or around the area. 

Yes It brings a lot of attraction and tourists, locals and families for fishing. 
Yes The jetty is so iconic to Esperance and has been loved by many for years. With the amazing upgrade to the foreshore, maintaining the jetty will ensure locals and tourists alike can make the most of it. 
Yes Its a tourist attraction and also a great spot for locals to fish 
Yes Because the jetty, its structure, its position and shape have become a part of the social and historic fabric of the town. It has been a very important part of the recreation of locals and tourists, walking along the jetty and fishing from the jetty. 
Yes Due to the business it creates and also the tourism it attracts, our families also like to fish there 
Yes The jetty was a huge part of my childhood and the town won’t be the same without it 
Yes So people can use the jetty - people of all ages and tourists. And for the kids that fish there 

Yes It is an important structure for the community, and provides an outlet for recreation including fishing, diving and walking for all community members. 
Yes Fishing and walking. 
Yes It is part of people’s lives, fishing whether they live in Esperance or holiday here 
Yes If a replacement is the only option I would like to see that it blends in with the latest lots of foreshore works that have been completed and it would be such a shame if there wasn’t something out there for people to walk on, fish from, photograph from 
Yes The Jetty is a major tourist attraction and was a great little family fishing spot! 
Yes Because Esperance wouldn’t be the same without something there. Also gives another attraction to enjoy while walking around that area of town. 
Yes It has been part of Esperance for ever and where else can locals and visitors fish safely since closure of the wharf area
The Tanker Jetty is an Esperance icon. Being a tourist focused town it is integral for the town centre to have a variety of attraction. The jetty was iconic and has a great location to draw tourism into the town centre.

Yes, but at a lower scale.

Because Esperance without a jetty is like summer without the sun!!!!

Our community needs a focal point which becomes like the old Tanker Jetty....an icon.

because once the iconic jetty is dismantled the town and people will need something in its place as a recreation place for fishing, walking, and as a place to view our beautiful town.

It provides access to enjoy and celebrate the bay.

Nothing for recreational fishing if you dont have a 4wd

Tourists, to fish, nice to walk along

To allow people go fishing and allow tourist to enjoy a facilities that are not outside the town. Create a diving experience out of the old jetty to promote more tourism

It has been a focal point of the town

I enjoyed using the current jetty.

Im a fisher and diver

Public safety

An essential part of a seaside tourist town

the foreshore will look very sad without something there

it's a great tourist attraction, during summer there's always people fishing off the jetty, why waste money already spent

Tourism and to be the focus of the recent foreshore development

It is iconic and a great facility for locals and tourists alike.

With all of the beautiful work completed on the foreshore, it would be a shame to loose such an attraction as the jetty. There's nothing better than being able to take a walk from port end and to continue out along Tanker Jetty.

For fishing off, for walking along to add to our foreshore no fishing town should be with a jetty

Recreation, continuity of history, tourism, aesthetics a community project that binds the town together

It would give the town a similar replacement to the Tanker Jetty for recreation, fishing, diving and tourism

not necessarily a similar structure but a continued development of the foreshore including safe, accessible and effective fishing sports for people's fishing leisure, should be considered

Because it is a great feature of our foreshore and history that is used by a large section of our population

Something in town to fish off, seeing as the wharf, viewing dock and taylor street are all either not good, or closed to the general public.

Because its an iconic and much loved part of Esperance, I've spent so much time on the jetty growing up!

It is a good attraction for tourists and locals alike. It's good to be able to fish off the jetty too.

Recreational purposes and because it is iconic to Esperance

There needs to be a structure to replace the jetty and definitely for fishing, otherwise there is no where else in the town centre to fish

It is good for the tourist and can take the kids fishing

An excellent option for locals and tourists to visit for all recreational purposes

Tourism, fishing for locals and tourists, and because headland was built around the jetty so should be replaced

As a jetty is part if Esperance's drawcard for tourists .. who bring money unto tge district
Yes  Yes because it is a wonderful feature of the new headland and a wonderful focal point for the bay. It is a wonderful communing point for families and tourists.
Yes  The jetty is such an iconic part of Esperance that it would be a shame not to have something similar in its place.
Yes  Because it gives u another option to entertain your kids.
Yes  It's a crucial tourist and local attraction generating good memories and entertainment for our youth.
Yes  The jetty provided an easy and safe alternate to fishing off potentially dangerous rocks and also was in a perfect central location for a short walk.
Yes  So young people can enjoy the thrill of catching fish why does Busselton have one.
Yes  The original one needs to be preserved for historical reasons but if replacing utilise as much of the old structure on the new one as possible.
Yes  The jetty is a popular spot for kids and the elderly to fish safely. Visitors enjoy the view from the end, it's part of our history.
Yes  The town would look empty with out iy.
Yes  Esperance needs one.
Yes  If there is no alternative to repair and restoring the first 100 - 200metres.
Yes  Because I'm going to build the damn thing!!!!!!!!
Yes  It is a tourist attraction as is any jetty in any beach town.
Yes  If the safety of all users of the jetty is at risk. I recommend go for it. Just increase our annual Rates by $50 for the next 10 years and you will raise half of the cost for a new jetty.
Yes  Because the Tanker Jetty is a state heritage listed structure and if it is demolished, it should be replaced.
Yes  It is an iconic feature of Esperance and much used by the public.
Yes  For the community and tourism.
Yes  Tourists and the local community are drawn to the current structure.
Yes  It is a part of Esperance history that I grew up with along with a lot of others and our kids should be able to enjoy it to.
Yes  It is compatible with the Esperance lifestyle. Esperance does not have a lot to do for older kids. So many older kids ride their bikes down to the jetty to fish. 
Yes  Its a great recreational facility.
Yes  A new stronger better structure would be safe and provide longevity, can introduce new maintenance systems and incorporate the iconic elements to retain the history that has been so important and nostalgic to folk so far. Sometimes new is the way to go.
Yes  Because the structure is iconic and a major tourist attraction.
Yes  Purely for the amenity it provides, I love seeing it out over the water and the lights at night.
Yes  People love to travel to Esperance to take their families fishing!
Yes  The foreshore has been constructed to accommodate it; A substantial fishing platform is an important part of what we have to offer.
Yes  Because it is very popular and a part of our history.
Yes  A town famous for its coastline should have a jetty.
Yes  It's a great tourist attraction and the locals love it for fishing & walking down it and swimming & sailing.
Yes  Tourism.
Yes  Its an iconic feature of the town and used by most visitors.
Yes  I regularly take children fishing (safety) off the jetty & not many other places since the wharf was closed to the public.
Yes  What is Esperance without one?
Yes  If the existing jetty is dangerous replace with new structure.
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Yes  For local & tourist pleasure
Yes  It is heritage listed! Because negligent management of the jetty should not cause pain and suffering for the Esperance and Kalgoorlie people
Yes  So we do not have the continual problems with the old one
Yes  All time attraction
Yes  It is not Esperance without a jetty
Yes  Every town needs a jetty
Yes  If you cannot keep the existing one replace with same
Yes  Tourism & fishing
Yes  Important for tourism - Important for town businesses
Yes  Important for tourists and locals
Yes  It's a coastal town & its needed
Yes  It's part of a seaside town
Yes  It is very popular
Yes  Fishing off the jetty provides families, tourists etc with a free &/or cheap access for fishing. The foreshore development looks ridiculous without that focal point
Yes  It is a very well used asset to the town
Yes  Local fisherman/ladies & tourism
Yes  Main attraction for visitors, great for fishing
Yes  Town icon
Yes  A seaside town needs a jetty
Yes  I think it is an important part of Esperance
Yes  It is part of the history of the town
Yes  Fishing platform for children & the elderly - tourist attraction
Yes  Why not?
Yes  Costs as much to replace as a new one
Yes  To make sure its safe for all ages
Yes  Leave it as it stands, it's part of the Esperance no need to change
Yes  Leave it the way it is
Yes  For the people to enjoy for recreation and for aesthetic appeal
Yes  Children can learn to fish. Children for fishing without relying on parents to transport to & from
Yes  New headland needs it
Yes  A new innovative structure that fits with the new waterfront would benefit the community
Yes  It has so much beauty & usefulness for most of our community. It attracts so much tourism
Yes  To encourage more tourist & locals use it a lot
Yes  Iconic Esperance
Yes  How long have you got?
Yes  You tell us it need replacing, passed its used by date
Yes  Because it will good for the community and visitors to enjoy
Yes  Recreation for locals & an icon for visitors
Yes  Important part of Esperance
Yes  A place to fish, walk, relax
Yes  It is an iconic structure for Esperance
Yes  Iconic
Yes  The jetty is unsafe for kids to be on
Yes  For people to fish and stroll on
Yes  Because this one is unsafe
Yes  For the people of Esperance also tourists
Yes It represents old Esperance
Yes For the people of Esperance
Yes Because it is a tourist attraction and a very good venue for local people to fish from
Yes Because it is a wonderful place to walk along and see the Esperance ocean
Yes It is why people come to Esperance
Yes Because it is an awesome thing for our town
Yes Tourist attraction, adds interest to the foreshore
Yes It will keep the aesthetics of the foreshore
Yes To replace a historical, iconic asset to Esperance
Yes The Esperance jetty is an icon of Esperance
Yes Icon to Esperance, attracts people to town
Yes Need it for tourism
Yes Because it has been apart of Esperance for 80 years
Yes Out icon
Yes It is very important to replace the jetty for tourism
Yes For tourism
Yes Tourism
Yes That’s Esperance icon & people come especially to see & fish
Yes Asset to Esperance
Yes Maintain the area as a tourist attraction otherwise waste of money
Yes Walking, fishing off the jetty is part of living in Esperance, is a necessary part of recreation in this town
Yes Visitor attraction, fishing, enhances the shoreline
Yes Because it will still balance the look of our foreshore
Yes To support or increase the marine ecology/habitat
Yes Because we’re due for a decent upgrade
Yes To make the whole headland area more appealing & to support community business’s there
Yes I believe it’s an important structure for the community & families
Yes It is too indispensable a structure/facility to lose
Yes Tourism, fishing, recreation
Yes I think is has been very much part of Esperance and adds to the foreshore
Yes The old jetty was a great tourist attraction & community resource
Yes Fishing, walking
Yes Fishing spot
Yes It’s an iconic part of the Esperance & a great spot for warm evening stroll, daytime walk, teach kids to fish safely
Yes I agree it has reached its use by date
Yes A new jetty
Yes For fishing
Yes Because it is a great community feature
Yes For tourism & recreational fishing
Yes Iconic, to fish from, keep tourism
Yes For local enjoyment & tourism
Yes It’s a tourist attraction
Yes Because fish like structure
Yes Recreational for all exercise, beautiful views, tourism
Yes It is an icon & the local community & visitors use it well
Yes This is a tourist town - without the jetty we have nothing
Yes For fishing, walking, sightseeing
Yes  Loved the fishing spot
Yes  It's an important town feature
Yes  It is a food point of our town
Yes  Why have water and not be able to fish
Yes  The town needs a jetty
Yes  Icon of Esperance
Yes  Tourist attraction & great fishing close to town
Yes  Can not imagine Esperance with out it
Yes  Because without a jetty it would not be Esperance
Yes  Fishing, walking, photography, diving
Yes  Fishing, diving, tourism
Yes  Icon of Esperance, visitors & locals for fishing & scenery
Yes  I think it adds to the enjoyment of Esperance
Yes  Because it is utilised & enjoyed by so many people - both local & visitors
Yes  We need an iconic centre for the waterfront. A jetty is essential to development of the
cannery precinct
Yes  The old jetty has been a focal point for locals and visitors for many years both socially and for
recreation
Yes  Because it’s part of who/what Esperance is part of our identity
Yes  Hub of the town
Yes  To lessen the feeling of loss & help move forward
Yes  Tourists & locals need a jetty for fishing
Yes  Because it has always been a community asset
Yes  Because it’s way past its safe “use by” date
Yes  Because it is a focal point for tourists & residents
Yes  Safe fishing, tourist icon
Yes  For fishing, walking, diving
Yes  Esperance is a seaside, tourist town & it needs a new jetty, which will enable local people &
tourists to enjoy what we are used to
Yes  Esperance won’t survive without a jetty for tourists and local people to walk and fish
Yes  It is the hub of the foreshore precinct
Yes  We need something new to replace history
Yes  I use the jetty for fishing, diving, walking and as a visitor focal point one a very regular basis, I
love it
Yes  It’s part of what makes Esperance unique
Yes  Fishing facility, cool walk after hot day
Yes  Need it to be iconic in nature
Yes  Tourist attraction to interact with seal lions
Yes  Historical & community significance & compliment new foreshore & whale tail
Yes  Over many decades our iconic jetty has proven to be a huge recreational and tourist facility
for our beautiful seaside town
Yes  Because a jetty and a coastal town go together
Yes  Even if it’s just to commemorate where the jetty once stood
Yes  Because it is an intergral part of what Esperance is
Yes  They could build our jetty in 1934 why can’t we have the same
Yes  To bring tourists to town, fishing & walking
Yes  Opportunity to fish and to have vista the jetty provides
Yes  Fishing & recreational benefits
Yes  As it’s our town’s icon!!
Yes  Fishing facility
Yes  Really nice to hang out & go fishing
Yes  Love fishing/recreational
Yes  For fishing & walking
Yes  Future generations - recreation & tourism
Yes  History, community use, tourism
Yes  To maintain diversity in tourist activities
Yes  Iconic to Esperance
Yes  Fishing (walk) for visitors & locals
Yes  Because the jetty is used for fishing, exercise and other
Yes  For fishing - particularly squid
Yes  To connect more intimately with the ocean
Yes  As a visitor to town regularly is an icon and place to fish with grandies
Yes  For locals & tourists
Yes  Because it is an iconic part of Esperance - jetty for fishing/tourism
Yes  Part of Esperance Heritage, tourist attraction
Yes  Part of history of the town, is enjoyed by many, many locals & visitors, adds to uniqueness of Bay
Yes  A better one
Yes  Same as what's there
Yes  Only if it can't be repaired
Yes  New jetty to be built as extension to James Street Groyne
Yes  To keep history of what was there
Yes  So as cruiseships can dock and off load passengers
Yes  Every seaside town needs a jetty - for fishing especially for tourists to fish off
Yes  The jetty fits in with the foreshore redevelopment ie playground, food caravans, open space there is good parking
Yes  Fishing/walking/tourists/eye candy 4 town/enhances the new foreshore
Yes  Because it's probably our biggest attraction
Yes  For many and varied reasons
Yes  Historical icon, local & tourist attraction
Yes  To provide an area for tourists & locals to fish off
Yes  A well used Esperance icon - fishing the main one, tourism etc
Yes  It is one of the most important aspects of Esperance for all ages and for visitors
Yes  It is part of the lifestyle of Esperance for residents & visitors
Yes  Because the original is rotting away
Yes  It has been a part of my family for 65 years
Yes  It belongs to Esperance, liners can berth, more tourists
Yes  Liners can be berthed
Yes  Town attraction/local use/seabed protection
Yes  Since I was 10 years old now I am 85 and still fish
Yes  For fishin and somewhere for visitors to go
Yes  To give people without 4x4 and boat somewhere to fish
Yes  If unable to be retained
Yes  It's the icon of Esperance from a tourists point of view
Yes  Tourism - safe family fishing
Yes  It's a town icon
Yes  A very prominent structure and Esperance icon
Yes  It's an Esp icon. Ties in well with foreshore, great tourist drawcard.
Yes Recreation & tourist attraction
Yes The jetty is an Esperance icon
Yes Fishing & walking & to keep the tourists coming
Yes Because it to last 100 years
Yes In my 70's tanker jetty was always Esperance
Yes As a tourist town we need a jetty
Yes The headland is now so busy with the playground and food/drink vans, the jetty was being used more than I recall seeing it used (since the foreshore completion)
Yes It is vital for tourism as not all visitors can afford a boat
Yes it is a great asset to the town
Yes Will compliment new foreshore infrastructure
Yes Tourism - family friendly - fishing
Yes Because it is an important part of life in Esperance
Yes Without the jetty there would be a serious decline in visitors from the Goldfields
Yes For somewhere to fish
Yes Is what we have identified Esperance by
Yes For fishing and tourism
Yes For tourists a locals alike
Yes Because it wouldn't be Esperance without one
Yes It's important for town wealth and it is the main tourist attraction
Yes Because the jetty is the heartbeat of Esperance region
Yes Iconic feature of Esperance, it's th eonly easy venue to from fish in the bay for residents and visitors
Yes Also good place to fish and a nice walk. Esperance wouldn’t be the same without a jetty there.
Yes Recreational fishing & all seaside activities (eg strolling)
Yes Esperance won't be the same without
Yes For the benefit of both locals & tourism
Yes Because it is our town icon & visitors love to use it
Yes It is a town icon
Yes For it’s iconic structure & recreational use
Yes Iconic structure & for recreational fishing
Yes For tourists and local fishing
Yes For recreation & cruise ship docking/tenders
Yes Integral to a seaside town.
Yes It has been part of the town forever
Yes Esperance used to have 3 jetties, I think there still needs to a jetty for people to fish from & to walk along
Yes Because when on holidays I always head to the jetty to walk & fish on
Yes Popular recreational facility for locals and tourists
Yes Because it is a icon of the town and it attracts visitors
Yes From the local & visitors to walk/fish and relax
Yes Esperance needs a fishing jetty does have to be the same length it is now
Yes Preferably leave the existing jetty & strengthen it
Yes To compliment our beautiful foreshore
Yes same as whats there
Yes We have the new playground, also a good parking area nearby
Yes Needs only to the 2/3 length of original jetty & short t end
Yes Esperance is know for the jetty, iconic symbol of Esperance. Essential for tourists in town & locals & for fishing, wlaking, has been heritage listed
Yes To compliment what has been spent on shore already
Yes It is part of our tourist attraction
Yes Recreational fishing facility for both locals & visitors. Healthy walks incorporating the excellent surroundings of the existing jetty
Yes Popular for locals and tourists
Yes Town needs it
Yes For locals & tourists
Yes Heritage listing should have a major requirement in stead of Councillor requirements!!
Yes The jetty is part of Esperance and it’s history
Yes It is important to the history of Esperance
Yes Because my fathers ashes were placed over the 3rd light where he spent many days fishing together. Would like to teach kids to fish.
Yes To build a sea pool
Yes To keep the luck of the foreshore - walking
Yes Foreshore redevelopment was designed to incorporate it!!
Yes It's almost the most iconic structure of Esperance, would be very sad to see it go, Esperance wouldn’t be the same
Yes To identify historical site of the tanker jetty
Yes Fishing & tourist attraction
Yes Great recreational activity
Yes A fantastic recreational activity for all ages
Yes It provides a safe place for people to fish so they don’t risk their lives fishing from the rocks. It is important tourist attraction and recreational feature
Yes Part of the town & culture
Yes To maintain the character of the foreshore
Yes Attraction for tourists and locals to walk, fish and relax
Yes Because it’s a beautiful icon for Esperance
Yes Its an important place to teach the kids to fish and to get a morning stroll
Yes Iconic feature of Esperance
Yes we need a jetty for tourist for the town
Yes Need somewhere to fish
Yes Tourism
Yes Fishing access, water slides, cruise boat docking
Yes Lovely infrastructure around it
Yes So the Esperance community can use it for fishing
Yes It is great to be able to walk out on the ocean and fish from deeper water
Yes I like fishing off the jetty and don't have a boat
Yes Icon structures create income to town
Yes Heritage, tourist attraction, fishing
Yes It is an important tourist attraction
Yes it is an important facility for tourists and the local community
Yes It is an essential and well known attraction aand a leisure place for Esperance as well as an historical icon
Yes The jetty is the heart of Esperance. It Is the best tourist spot and many have great sentimental value of it
Yes Because it is the situation, James St would become overcrowded
Yes It is Esperance & people come from all over to walk and fish off it
Yes Esperance needs a safe place to fish/access the water
Yes fishing
Yes, Recreational purposes
Yes, because so many people get enjoyment from fishing & walking on it
Yes, Part of Esperance, important for tourists and locals fishing etc
Yes, The jetty is part of our town and life. I love going out on it.
Yes, because it is well used and very relaxing - fishing
Yes, fishing and a lot of people get enjoyment from walking on it
Yes, The headland was established to link with the jetty. A meeting point for people with the food and coffee vans, a social meeting place
Yes, The town needs it (tourism and fishing) locals use it a lot
Yes, Tourists to walk on and fish
Yes, Original jetty is an icon, essential for fisherman
Yes, Tourist value
Yes, Another jetty that’s safer (great walking)
Yes, Esperance’s most valuable asset
Yes, Tourism. Enjoyment leisure for locals
Yes, Tourism = jobs. Recreation for youth and senior
Yes, Need somewhere that all ages can fish at & its part of our history to have a jetty. I love to walk along it
Yes, It has been an icon and tourist enjoy
Yes, A seaside town without a jetty is like a community without foundation
Yes, Benefits business, tourists and local attraction, good visual aspect
Yes, Love the jetty - tourist attraction and local use
Yes, It is an Esperance Icon. Important for tourism, recreation, lifestyle
Yes, Would like to see original jetty restored or similar
Yes, It’s a great social/tourist asset. Therapeutic for fishermen
Yes, It is such a vital icon of our town. The first thing we go to when we go visiting coastal towns is their jetty
Yes, A jetty is a logical focal point for any coastal town attracting tourists
Yes, Tourism
Yes, Otherwise the money spent on headland was a waste
Yes, So we can take the kids fishing
Yes, Major recreational facility
Yes, Great position
Yes, For fishing, walking
Yes, To fish off
Yes, Tourism, it also provides more leisure activities
Yes, Because it is a hazard to people and boats
Yes, Gives tourists/locals something to do. Also good vector for photos
Yes, Need an easy place to go fishing
Yes, Good place to go for down time
Yes, So we can still have a jetty
Yes, Tourism and local recreation
Yes, Because it’s symbol to Esperance
Yes, Because lot’s of people use it
Yes, Because heaps of people use it and it’s been in Esperance for years
Yes, It would look odd without something there
Yes, Fishing
Yes, Because it’s not safe for people to walk on
Yes, It is the main tourist attraction (money)
Yes Because it will help remember the jetty
Yes Because it's cool
Yes Because it makes Esperance better for tourists
Yes So people can still fish off it
Yes Fishing, iconic landmark
Yes Because it's already broken and it's really old and might break
Yes It's iconic, so many people use for different recreational purposes
Yes Because it has been in Esperance's history
Yes It is an icon of Esperance and brings tourists
Yes Fishing & swimming
Yes It's original and it is what Esperance is know for
Yes So all the people that want to go fishing
Yes Because it is a tourist attraction and apart of Esperance history
Yes Because there's just spare space and we may as well put something there
Yes So that people can still go for nice walks
Yes Because it's close to the food/drink vans and tourists can go and eat and fish as a family on there
Yes It is the major tourist attraction in Esperance
Yes Because I like to do photography of it
Yes Because it is a historical icon
Yes It was there since the 1900
Yes Because it is a big part of Esperance
Yes Because the tanker jetty is......
Yes Because it's a vital part of Esp tourism
Yes Because people can go fishing and walk on water
Yes Because it would look weird
Yes Because it's a good place to walk
Yes Because it just shouldn't be knocked down
Yes Because it looks better with something there and people enjoy going to it
Yes Because it's a tourist attraction and good for local interactions
Yes I think it's a great tourist attraction & a big piece of Esperance history
Yes We have put so much effort in the foreshore may as well have something there
Yes Because you do fishing there
Yes So you can ride and fish on it
Yes Because it's got a lot of history
Yes Because it's a major tourist attraction and has a lot of history
Yes Because it is a big asset to the community and a family place
Yes It's great to fish along and walk up and down
Yes It's a big part of Esperance tourism
Yes If it's not replace you won't be able to fish as much or go jetty jumping
Yes Because it's a tourist attraction
Yes Because it a huge icon to Esperance
Yes Because tanker jetty is a great place for snorkling and fishing and we want to keep the tradition alive
Yes The tanker jetty is a big part of Esperance
Yes Because the tanker was a town 'Icon'
Yes It's great for fishing with my mates and supplies a great weekend
Yes Because the old ones broken
Yes Because it's old and rotten
Yes It's an icon & popular community activity to fish & walk along the jetty
Yes Because it's something that has been apart of Esperance
Yes Keep the same one
Yes It creates a large tourist attraction towards the town also it would be safer for the community
Yes Because it's getting old and we need a new one
Yes Because what's the point of a headland without a jetty
No Keep it, ya silly duffa
Yes It's iconic to Esperance
No I don't want it replaced
Yes It would look good done up and new to be a landmark for Esperance
Yes Because the tanker jetty is a history of Esperance
Yes It's heritage of Esperance
Yes Cause there should be a jetty
Yes There is nowhere else to fish in town
Yes It is a nice spot and should be used & enjoyed
Yes Because
Yes Tourist attraction
Yes Cause it cool
Yes Our biggest icon
Yes Because the jetty isn't stable
Yes It's cool
Yes Need to keep a good jetty in town
Yes Because it will increase tourists
Yes Ocean swimming pool
Yes Because lots of people use the jetty
No I think the tanker jetty is safe and should not be replaced
Yes It is old and unsafe
Yes Because you can use a iconic structue in Esperance
Yes It is a town icon and it attracts tourists
Yes So they make it longer
Yes Because it's old and unsafe
Yes Because it has been a jewel of Esperance
No Because people go fishing & diving there
Yes Because not many people use it and none of the kids jump of it
Yes The jetty is getting old
Yes Because the old one is falling down
Yes So there is more than one jetty in Esperance
Yes So more people can come and see the jetty
Yes so we can use it the same as we used the Tanker jetty
Yes Because it is becoming a safety hazard
Yes Because it could bring new tourist people
Yes Because it's one of the main highlights of Esperance
Yes Good place for fishing, fun raise money
Yes Because this one is unsafe
Yes For fishing on and walking
Yes Get the skate park done first
Yes Because jetty getting too old
Yes Because it is old & ruins the foreshore
Yes Because it's Esperances only long jetty
Yes Because it is the main Esperance icon
Yes Because it's an icon for Esperance
Yes Because it's an Esperance icon and it is a massive tourist attraction
Yes It doesn't look good
Yes It's such a big part of our history
Yes Be a bigger tourist attraction
Yes Because the old jetty is too dangerous and is should be safe
Yes Don't want to put anyone in danger but don't want it to get knocked down
Yes Because it is very unsafe
No I think we need a sports stadium first
No Because the tanker jetty represents part of Esperance's history
Yes Ensure safety whilst capitvating the headland
Yes Because I went there when I was little
Yes Because I love having the tanker jetty there
No I think fix up the old one
Yes Because the wood is rotten
Yes Because the one we have now is old and if we get a new one it will match the new foreshore
Yes Because it's cool to have a jetty
Yes People like it
Yes Because it's a great place for local fishermen and walking down
Yes Because locals like fishing and swimming and people like walking down it
Yes Significant to the town
Yes Because it's getting old & rusty
Yes Because it's history & cool
Yes Because it's history
Yes Because it is a old thing that could collapse
Yes So we can get a better jetty
Yes So we can get a better jetty
Yes Because that will be cool
No As it has been apart of Esperance for ages
Yes Because if we have another structure more tourists might come
Yes Because it is a iconic man made structure and it brings tourists to Esperance. And I have made memories there.
No I think they should fix the one we have
Yes Because it is a popular tourist attraction
No Because we have heaps of jetty's, this spot could be used for something else
Yes Because be a shame
Yes Because it is iconic
Yes Because it would be a great community attraction
Yes Because this one's falling apart
Yes The tanker jetty is iconic to Esperance and is loved and cherished by many Esperance residents
No The tanker jetty is part of our history we can't replace it
Yes It is a good fishing and diving place
Yes It's been part of Esperance for a long time and I think we should keep it
Yes Because the jetty has been an iconic spot for a very long time
Yes Don't know
Yes Because it is a tourist attraction and lots of people fish on it
Yes Because the tanker jetty is iconic to Esperance
Yes Because then people can still fish from there
Yes Because so I can go fishing
Yes I love to walk on the jetty
Yes Keep jetty because its been here so long
No Just keep the jetty because it has been here for so long
No Don’t take it down because it has been there for ever
Yes Cause it’s a unique structure to Esperance and every loves using it
Yes It will represent Esperance
Yes It’s symbol of Esperance
Yes A structure like the jetty nothing else
Yes Because it is a very iconic landmark, that can be replaced
Yes Because you can fish off it
Yes Because there is a lot more potential in something different
Yes Because it’s cheaper than fixing it up
Yes One of Esperance main icon
No I believe the top of the jetty should be taken off and the posts used for diving/snorkeling.
Yes It’s an iconic piece of Esperance
Yes So the residents of Esperance can still use that area the same way
Yes Because everyone likes to go on the jetty
Yes Because it was a unique attraction to Esperance
Yes Because it’s a awesome place to fish and I love to go there and it belongs to history
Yes Because everyone likes it
Yes Because the old one is unsafe with the wood
Yes Because everyone wants the jetty back
Yes The jetty has been there for years
Yes The tanker jetty has been their for years
Yes Tanker jetty iconic piece of Esperance
Yes Because it might bring some tourists
Yes Because it is unsafe
Yes Because it belongs to Esperance history
Yes Because they are tourist attractions
Yes One of Esperances landmarks
Yes Built the foreshore around the Tanker Jetty so rebuild it
Yes Because the tanker jetty is old
Yes Because it was a key part to the foreshore upgrade
Yes Because it’s an attraction
Yes Jetty is a key attraction for Esperance
No Because it is origania and it could be old & amazing
No Because it’s an iconic piece of history in Esperance
Yes Because we need something there
Yes It is Esperance history
Yes The icon of Esperance needs a legacy
Yes Esperance icon
Yes Historical structure to Esperance
Yes It is not safe
Yes It is not safe to walk on at the moment
Yes Because it is a part of Esperance
Yes It is one the Esperance highlights & attractions less recreation
Yes To attract more tourists
Yes The tanker jetty is the main attraction in Esperance & without it, Esperance won't be the same
Yes Because it's a historical/tourist site
Yes To replace the existing jetty for the community and tourism etc
Yes Because it is an icon that should be replaced
Yes People fish on jetty, ‘tourist attraction'
Yes Icon of Esperance
Yes Tourist attraction and recreational advantages
Yes why not?
Yes It was an icon of Esperance
Yes Because it's a big part of Esperance
Yes Getting old
Yes So people can fish and walk on it
Yes Because this have been made a good area around the jetty
Yes I have heard it is not safe to stand on
Yes Doesn't look that stable
Yes Tourists
Yes It a tourist attraction
Yes To fish and jetty jump
Yes Because it's our only tourist attraction
Yes It is a main tourist attraction
Yes A good attraction
Yes Cause it is good, need a better one
Yes It is look nice
Yes It's a tourist attraction & so much money making that area so nice
Yes To fish and make money off tourists
No Because it should stay the way it is. Because it is a local icon.
No Fix it, tourist attraction, Esperance icon
No Tourist attraction history
Yes Because it's a good fishing spot
Yes Because the jetty is important to Esperance
Yes Somewhere safe to go fishing and spend time with family
No It is an Esperance Icon, perfect where it is now
Yes History
Yes Because we need something iconic
Yes You have already spent the resources to build the look of it on the headland
Yes Because it's part of Esperance history
Yes So the Esperance community can have the enjoyment of another jetty. Also, the headland was just done up so it would be better with a jetty.
Yes Not sure
Yes For recreational value
Yes Cause it is would be safe for the people
Yes Because it will be safer and bring tourists
Yes It has supported fish life and if you get rid of it, the fish will go
Yes We should replace it with something safer - like a short jetty with a restaurant and some shops
Yes Because it's a good place to hang, dive, fish, swim and heaps more
Yes It's Esperance icon, we need to have it there
Yes Because we can build a new one
Yes Because then we could build a new one
Yes Major tourist attraction
Yes Because it is a major part of Esperance’s history
Yes History
Yes It is an icon of Esperance and millions of dollars were spent on shaping the headland around it
Yes I like the jetty and a new one would be better and safer
Yes We need to replace it’s definite. But I’m worried about the reef around the pillars
Yes It will look plain without it
Yes Because the jetty is dangerous
Yes Tourist attraction
Yes Because it is a good fishing spot
Yes Because the jetty is an iconic part of Esperance and it’s history
Yes Because the area will feel empty
No It’s an icon of Esperance, they could disturb marine life
Yes Because it’s an icon for Esperance
Yes The jetty is what people come to Esperance for & is how we get our money
Yes A new jetty
Yes Because we spent too much on the foreshore surrounding the jetty
Yes So that Esperance is special and fun
Yes Because the new foreshore was build around the jetty and it would be a shame to have nothing there
Yes I like to fish
Yes Because the jetty is a big tourist attraction and I love fishing and walking on the jetty
Yes It’s like a landmark
Yes Because it’s not safe to ride a bike on
Yes It’s Esperance’s, it’s a part of history
Yes It is an Esperance icon
Yes Because this one has so much history
Yes As it is a place where many people go fishing and has been a huge part of Esperance’s history
Yes It brings in visitors
Yes It has always been a Esperance icon to have a jetty
Yes Because the jetty is iconic and if nothing replaces it the town could lose tourists
Yes Because its part of Esperance History
Yes Because it would look nice
Yes Because it’s a huge attention
Yes because it’s an icon of Esperance
Yes Because it is a cool and well known icon in Esperance
Yes Because it is a main feature for Esperance
Yes Because it will be safe and good tourist attraction
Yes Because it is important to Esperance’s history and tourism
Yes Because it is an iconic Esperance landmark
Yes Too hard to replace, would be interesting to have something else
Yes It is too dangerous for public use
Yes Iconic, irreplaceable part of Esperance
Yes the bridge is symbolic to our town and our identity
Yes Because it is a tourist attraction
Yes Iconic place - recreational fishing
Yes so I can go fishing
Yes There are no good fishing spots in town anymore
Yes tourist attraction
Yes So we can go fishing
No What cultural significance would a replacement have?
Yes Esperance known for jetty
Yes it's cool
Yes The jetty is very aged and worn out
Yes Because the foreshore would look weird without one
Yes So it can continue to be used recreationally
Yes Because it gives us something to do
Yes It's old and grotty
Yes Because it's falling apart and dangerous to walk on
Yes Cause I do
Yes Because it's important
Yes Important
Appendix Two

Comments

Question Two: In 2013 community engagement indicated that a Tanker Jetty replacement should be built at the headland, do you agree?
No  It should be built where the old one is
No  Current location
No  keep it where it is to fully utilise the new foreshore and facilities that were
built around its location.
No  Original place
No  Current location
No  Leave it where it is. We have just done all that beautification. We had
friends come in on the cruise ship Astor last December and we took them
there and they loved it.
No  If the headland is where it is now then yes
No  Current location
No  Just leave it where it is
No  We’re the original jetty was that all the ships pulled up to
No  keep it where it is
No  Where it is now.
No  Where it is
No  Where the existing jetty is!
No  Where it has always been
No  A new location closer to the centre of town to leave the headland site as a
memorial for the old jetty & dive site
No  Where it is
No  Where it is now.
No  The exact location of the old one. Where it is now. The foreshore
redevelopment has the focus on.
No  The same location
No  At the current location
No  Town esplanade
No  the present position
No  Same location as is now
No  Should be as close to tanker jetty. Everything is there for the public
convenience
No  same area
No  It’s too far to walk
No  Close to where it is now so we don’t have to go through the port.
No  bandy creek
No  The preferred location would be back towards the town centre. Probably
James Street, but I believe a bit of innovation could be used
No  Where it is
No  Straight replacement.
No  Somewhere along the front foreshore
No  At the central point of the bay’s sweep - neither at one end or the other
No  REPLACE THE JETTY AT SAME LOCATION
No  It should be in the same place as the existing jetty
No  It should be in the same place as the existing jetty
No  Same place
No  Exact location is not critical. Existing jetty is aligned east/west which results
in the wind frequently blowing straight along it. A more north/south
alignment would provide better fishing conditions.
No  Where is currently is.
No  I think the jetty should remain at its current location
Just where it is now at the waterfront
Where it is
Keep it where it is
Current location
Current location to compliment history and foreshore facilities.
Where it is
Somewhere in the central area of town
Where it is fine thanks
I like the idea of having 2 jetties one at James St and the other at the headland totalling the same length as 1 jetty. So 2 at maybe 50-75 metres in length
Same location as current one
I think there is an opportunity to either add to the existing James Street jetty, or provide a dual use structure around the Andrew Street area that could also incorporate a marina in the future. Ideally any structure should be built within teh available funds with the option of addign further stages if and when funds become available. Building at James Street (or further towards the yacht club) should provide more value for money as I would expect that the calmer conditions would reduce the strain on the structure, increasing the amount of jetty that can be built for any available budget. The option of incorporating a marina into the development again provides additional benefits from the structure, increasing the potential for obtaining grant funding and meeting a current need given that the boat pens at the yacht club are fully utilised. Additionally, with more people cruising around in yachts, good berthing facilities close to the town centre have the potential to make Esperance attractive to this market segment (although I wouldn’t suggest building a facility of this type purely for this market).
Same place or James st.
same location to go with foreshore development
In close proximity to old jetty.
Replacement in the same location, mainly for historic reasons, not to mention that if Busselton can do it then so can esperance. The jetty in the centre of the bay makes more sense on a planning level so as to not have a traffic nightmare further along the esplanade. Also the infrastructure is in place from the foreshore redevelopment (carparks, foodvan sites, eating areas and a more fluid form of access traffic wise), why move the jetty to another locale when all this is in place.
Leave it where it is. All that effort put into the foreshore around the jetty.
New structure at same location.
needs to be in current location.especially after all the foreshore work
Where it is now we dont want new place we want it were it is
Current location
Castletown area
It’s located centrally now and the foreshore developed around it
Where it is.
Same location as old one
Where it is
No where it currently is
No same spot
No Where the jetty is now.
No Same location
No Closer to the Tea Rooms
No Same place it is.
No Same place
No rebuild where it is for people access
No Same place where it is noe
No The same spot
No where it is now
No as per previous response I don’t think a Jetty replacement is the answer - continued development of the foreshore is
No Exactly where it is now
No Where it is now
No Two smaller jetties, one at headland, one elsewhere...James St?
No My preferred location is a horse-shoe shaped structure between the headland and James Street
No Castletown
No 200 m jetty extension to James Street groyne
No I believe it should be closer to the centre of town
No Because of foreshore upgrade on the front beach not enough space here to explain
No James Street (incorporating smaller marine)
No James Street
No where it is
No Closer to town
No we should let it become a reef for the fish & build one next to it for the cruise ships to get more money for the town
No Because it’s Esperance’s only long jetty
No because it will become a good marine life area and justs build a jetty next to it
No Castletown Quays
No At the swimming centre
No Build another jetty were the old one was
No Same place
No Castletown Quays
Not sure I love where it is now
Not sure Exactly where it is
Not sure Don’t know what headland is. I like it’s current location
Not sure Current location
Not sure Foreshore
Not sure Same place will be fine
Not sure Don’t know where the headland is but I think near the whale tail at the point
Not sure current location
Not sure Where it is now because you’ve put all that money into the foreshore developments to have the tanker jetty as the centra attraction
Not sure I think the foreshore upgrade dictates that it stays where it is
Not sure Keep it where it is
Not sure Where is the headland??
Not sure Alongside the existing one
Not sure I would be happy with current location but if it was near whale take that
would have some benefits to cruise operators
Not sure The location of the current jetty.
Not sure To preserve an accurate history I believe it should mimic the original
structure and placement.
Not sure Where the jetty is now
Not sure It needs to be close to where it is now
Not sure Current location
Not sure Same place as it is already
Not sure I want it to be in the same place it is now.
Not sure somewhere where there is disability access and where you can fish, dive
and walk
Not sure Either existing location or at James St
Not sure Needs to stay where it is
Not sure Where the old one is
Not sure not a local so i don't know where that is. it needs to be easily
accessible to the public
Not sure Would like to see it in the same location (if that's what you mean by
headland)
Not sure Why can't the replacement be built in the same location as the current
Tanker Jetty??
Not sure Isc
Not sure Just needs to be readily accessible to the community.
Not sure Maybe closer to town to be more sheltered from prevailing winds.
Not sure Where it is now
Not sure Don't know
Not sure Which headland? Infrastructure (toilets, playground etc) of recently
completed foreshore is where the jetty is now
Not sure Same place
Not sure Building a replacement in almost the same location would be amazing
Not sure Not sure what the headland is but the new jetty should be in the same
place as the tanker jetty
Not sure unsure what you mean by the headland, but would prefer it to stay where
it is
Not sure Live it where it is. It's in a good spot
Not sure Same place is good
Not sure Sorry not sure if the headland is the new area, but for the history we would
love it to stay in the same spot
Not sure Somewhere between original jetty and James St.
Not sure Any location deemed appropriate near the old jetty would be fine
Not sure Somewhere around its current location would be nice.
Not sure Open to options along the foreshore
Not sure what headland. It should be built in the same location
Not sure I think a cheaper option would be off Taylor Street jetty
Not sure James St could be a good location
Not sure I'm not sure what headland you are referring to other than where the
wharf is. Regardless a new jetty needs to be central.
Not sure  I think it should be subject to where the safest place is and where the structure will be most used for the longest period of time
Not sure  The present location is a good central position and is very accessable.
Not sure  Not sure (unfamiliar with area)
Not sure  In the same place as the old one
Not sure  Existing location
Not sure  I tend to think the head land is the preferred location but I would be interested in seeing different location proposals and ideas.
Not sure  Where it is now
Not sure  Right where it is is the best place
Not sure  The jetty should stay where it is.
Not sure  Where existing Jetty is because the foreshore design culminates at that point.
Not sure  where it is now
Not sure  I like the current location because it ties in the great work that has been done along the foreshore.
Not sure  Exactly the same place as the Jetty now
Not sure  Where it currently is
Not sure  Where it already is
Not sure  Replace it exactly where it is now.
Not sure  No real preference
Not sure  Where it was before.
Not sure  were the jettie is know
Not sure  Depending on what structure is being built as a replacement would determine where it should be built
Not sure  Where the jetty is already situated
Not sure  My preferred location is the location it currently occupies. Old engineers new the best place location and it would be foolish to relocate it elsewhere
Not sure  Exactly where it is now.
Not sure  Tea rooms , yacht club
Not sure  Where it is now
Not sure  I don't know where that is. But it should be in the same location
Not sure  What is the headland? It should be built where the current jetty is to honour the history and heritage of the old jetty.
Not sure  The ideal site would be the present location but if not possible an alternative needs to be sought
Not sure  I'm not sure? If it is the rock headland? Access??
Not sure  Where it is
Not sure  Don't move it just fix it
Not sure  Same location.
Not sure  What are you determining as the headland??- No information or map attached to the documentation
Not sure  Existing or closer to the town centre
Not sure  replaced at same location
Not sure  Where it is right now. Its the best location because of the way the new foreshore development had been planned out.
Not sure  Same as current location.
Not sure  Leave it at the Same place
Not sure  Where it is
Not sure Build two jetties
Not sure I have given no thought to an alternative location, it seems with the foreshore works to current Jetty lends the perfect landing to build the new?
Not sure maybe off the Jane St break
Not sure I would be interested to see alternative suggestions
Not sure Anywhere along the Esplanade or Foreshore
Not sure adjacent
Not sure Hopefully old jetty pylons can remain for marine habitat so new jetty needs not interfere with existing fish life
Not sure Where it is
Not sure Either where current one is or extend James St
Not sure Andrew St/Esplanade roundabout
Not sure I this it’s great where it is
Not sure Whale tail
Not sure Whale tail
Not sure Where it is
Not sure same place just fix it
Not sure Rebuild the jetty where tanker is
Not sure Current location
Not sure Next to where the current jetty is so we can preserve the reef, and then be able to swim near it
Yes Same location as old one
Yes Same place
Yes I think the original should be demolish and a new one be put in its place.
Yes With the "new forshore" it appears that this area has been built around the jetty and turned into a hub, it would be fantastic to continue utilizing it.
Yes Where it is now please.
Yes If this one is to be removed then it needs to be replaced by another jetty it’s a part of history!
Yes where the old jetty stands now
Yes where it is
Yes Same spot
Yes exactly where. it is now.
Yes Where the landscaping indicates or where best to suit the tide etc so no need for sand regeneration
Yes Where it is. that is why the shire built the headland where it is. the jetty is Esperance! people come far and wide to see our beloved Jetty
Yes Near where it currently stands
Yes As long as it is disabled accessible and close to town
Yes Yes, replacement where it is now.
Yes same place
Yes if headland is where it is, most definetly.
Yes Right next to the existing one. Or in the same spot
Yes A new Jetty should be built in the same place.
Yes Otherwise a boardwalk scenario where the tea rooms are offering public space and a diversity of shop fronts - like fremantle
Yes Where it is now
Yes Same location it works well
Yes where the existing jetty is.
The headland has been constructed around the jetty - it tells the story of the jetty.

If it won't be substantial enough to berth cruise ships, then keep it at the headland. If it will be substantial enough to berth cruise ships, then put it at James St. (or even Taylor St.)

To incorporate and utilise existing infrastructure

What was the point of the headland if jetty isn't there?

Yes it is an historic location, and Esperance has very few historic buildings and if the old jetty goes, it needs to be replaced!, in the same area. With a visual display to acknowledge the work of the pioneers who built this one.

It should be built at the same location because of the work done on our foreshore, why would you consider any other location

Near the original structure

Existing location.

We have just spent millions on the foreshore and its a great focal point

Current site

It must retain it's original location to be able to retain any semblance of the history behind it.

Where it is now!

Where it is now

Where the Tanker Jetty stands at present

Exactly where it is now!

An offshore rock groyne running north parallel to the shore, fishing on the outside and swimming on the inside and erosion protection in front of the caravan park

Not sure what Headland is. But needs to be in same location

The tankerjetty headland is not a tanker jetty headland without a jetty, also if the tanker jetty pilons are left in the ocean they will create a reef for fishing and diving.

as is

Where it is now

Exactly the same place as the existing dive trail leads off from the end of the jetty.

Same location

Where existing facility is now

I believe, as I mentioned in the last question, the current location is the best to retain the "flow" of our new foreshore.

at the headland

where it is now ! (if that's the headland)

It needs to stay where it is,

The headland is already a great spot and has been refurbished in the last couple of years to make it a nice community area

Same spot

Unsure

Where it is now

All the new parkland/infrastructure is there now so it would be ridiculous to have to start again somewhere else.

existing headland

Where it is now

In the same place as the old jetty
Yes Where the current jetty is a good spot.
Yes For convenient, access and safe parking
Yes at current location and further out into the bay
Yes The same location it is now
Yes Where the old one is
Yes The Headland
Yes It is the ONLY place for it. NOT closer to the centre of town.
Yes yes definitely the headland
Yes Current
Yes Exactly where the old one is.
Yes Same place if possible it's just been renovated and all the food/drink cans will bring more tourists to visit
Yes Where it always been
Yes The current location.
Yes Where it is currently located
Yes where it is now
Yes This location is central. It draws sections of the town together and as the town expands towards Wylie Bay it becomes even more relevant and central
Yes Same place as the old jetty
Yes I am assuming the headland is the current location
Yes The foreshore development and heDland, particularly the walkway leads to a jetty type structure.
Yes In the same place
Yes Where the current jetty is now.
Yes The Headland
Yes the existing or nearby
Yes Where it is now
Yes The head land
Yes Current location alongside the existing old jetty.
Yes Existing location.
Yes With a structure to enter over the water by an amount to ensure fishers and tourist can gain a water experience
Yes Answer in my first ?
Yes It is really important that the replacement structure fits within the historic context of the original jetty, and reflects at least some of the 'sensibility' of the original jetty. It also works well with the infrasructure which has now been arranged around the base of the existing jetty.
Yes If this means putting the jetty into deeper water then yes
Yes Same position
Yes If that is its current position
Yes Same location.
Yes Definitely where it was especially now the foreshore has been remodelled and the food vans assemble there as well making it a lovely place to go on an afternoon.
Yes It is an Esperance icon; plus central to the main part of town; within walking distance
Yes Where the current jetty stands.
Yes Headland
Yes Same place
Yes Put it back where it was
Yes Same location
Yes The new headland that has been built around where it currently is though
Yes Where does common sense come from? Retaining and enhancing the foreshore has always been a part of the grand 'so called' plan.
Yes Same place
Yes Where it is now
Yes Same current location
Yes replacing this exact position. It is a foreshore destination point. Other outlets such as food & beverage have already been accommodated. What is the security of their business?
Yes Not too far from the old one
Yes Exactly where it is. People have a reason to walk along our beautiful foreshore from town to the jetty. It also balances the bay, with the port at the Western end of the bay it seems to be like two arms encircling the bay.
Yes Existing location
Yes Where it is now
Yes The exact same place as before
Yes having developed the foreshore the present position is the only logical place.
Yes Save the one that is already there.
Yes Needs to be a genuine replacement of the original jetty
Yes At headland
Yes Prefer exactly where it is as the foreshore development was worked around the jetty
Yes But would be open to other central options, community friendly
Yes as close to the original location of the jetty as possible
Yes Central location, tying Castletown to the centre of town
Yes Exactly where it is!
Yes The exact spot it is now
Yes Same place without a doubt
Yes Where the jetty is located
Yes Same place
Yes Same as existing location
Yes The foreshore has been developed around the current location of the jetty. It is in a central location to both West Beach and Castletown residents.
Yes Everyone wants it there. For once in your life government listen to the people
Yes in the same position as the current structure
Yes Where it is now
Yes Where the existing one is
Yes The foreshore upgrade has been completed with the jetty as a feature, keep it there! If the old one can't stay, let's at least replace it in its same position.
Yes At the headland or extend from the whale tail location
Yes Where the existing one is
Yes Headland
Yes Same location
next to the old one, use the old one to build the new one them rip down
the old one from using the new one
Yes, in the exact position that the current jetty occupies
Same location as previously - all of the foreshore development in the area
lends itself to a jetty being retained in that location.
Exactly where it is now, the foreshore redevelopment was built around it
The location of the existing structure is ideal. If a different location had to
be chosen, I would suggest another point along the Quays.
same place as the existing
Exactly where it is now
as in where the existing jetty is, yes!
Keep it where it is
Perfect situation for the town jetty
Same location as present tanker jetty.
The same place as the Tanker Jetty
As near to the original location as possible
the headland was designed to accommodate a jetty, building it anywhere
else would be a waste of the effort already spent on creating that
wonderful space

However a circular jetty from the existing headland to the old chopper
landing would be great
Current location
Close to where the current jetty is.
Would fit in with the foreshore redevelopment
I would like to see a series of small jetties along the foreshore, including
the present site

As is
Why change what works
As is
Where it is already
It must include a 'T' piece at the end of the jetty for strength &
sustainability
Where the older tanker jetty is
Leave where it is
Where the old jetty is now
Where it is now
Same place
Where existing jetty is
Where it is currently
The same location is preferred
Old jetty site
Exactly where it is now
Although smaller structures could be built and multiple locations
Present position, connected to the headland
Same area
At present location
Where it is now
Beside, and following the curve of the old jetty
Yes | At the existing jetty
---|---
Yes | Where it is now
Yes | Definitely at the headland
Yes | Same position as old jetty
Yes | For tourism
Yes | Where it is now
Yes | Exactly where it is now
Yes | At exiting
Yes | Replacing the old jetty’s position
Yes | Foreshore redevelopment accounts for it, hub of food stalls
Yes | Where it is
Yes | similar to where it is
Yes | anywhere
Yes | Where it is now
Yes | same position
Yes | Where it is now
Yes | Leave it where it is
Yes | Where it is now
Yes | A small structure big enough for walking, fishing & diving, does not need to be huge
Yes | Near or over current position
Yes | Esperance foreshore where the old jetty was
Yes | Point of heart shaped bay, groyne already there
Yes | Our recent foreshore redevelopment compliments the same site perfectly
Yes | Where it is presently located
Yes | where it is
Yes | Where it is now
Yes | Great tourist attraction & recreation
Yes | Where is
Yes | Where it is now
Yes | Present location
Yes | Same area
Yes | Where it is
Yes | Where is now
Yes | where it is
Yes | where it is now
Yes | Existing
Yes | I prefer where it is
Yes | Rebuild it where it is, because you have designed the foreshore to suit it
Yes | Headland
Yes | Straight out
Yes | Where it is situated now - because other infrastructured has been to incorporating the jetty
Yes | where it is
Yes | That it be built at the present location
Yes | Leave as is
Yes | Where it now stands
Yes | As it is
Yes | Existing location
At existing location
So much money already spent a sin not to
Where it is at present being a central location
Build where existing jetty is now
Re-build where existing jetty is
where it is now
Same place and on the curve
Where it is or next to
Where it is currently
Current location
same place
Where is is already
Same location as Tanker Jetty
Same location as current jetty
The exact location the jetty currently is
All roads lead to Rome with the foreshore development
Tanker jetty same length
where it currently is
Where it is, near the caravan park
Same place as existing
Where it is now
Exactly where it stands for historical association
Exactly where it is now
Where it is
Where is was, the headland has been built for it
I don't know
The same one
The foreshore
A better jetty with slides, tackle shops on it, gift shops
It's good
Because it is a good place
Because it is a good spot
Where it is known
Near the newest playground
Headland
Headland
I prefer it to be built where it is now
It is the perfect distance from town
Where it is now
same place
Same spot mate
same place
same place
same place
where it is
same place
Where it is
Same place
Where it is now
Yes In the same spot
Yes Where is was normally
Yes Where it is before
Yes Where is is now
Yes Where it originally was
Yes Where it is right now
Yes Same spot
Yes It will be good to keep the jetty there
Yes Same spot
Yes Because it was good where it was
Yes where the old jetty is
Yes Because it's an efficient location
Yes Same location
Yes Where it is now
Yes where it is now
Yes Because the tanker jetty is the best
Yes Exact same spot due to waterfront
Yes On the current location
Yes The headland because it's easiest to get to
Yes Where it is now is fine
Yes Current location
Yes Stay where it is
Yes Keep it at the same place
Yes Where is is now
Yes where it is now
Yes Same place
Yes Same location
Yes Yes because that way, the jetty may go out a bit further and it will be larger
Yes Where it is now
Yes Where it is
Yes Foreshore
Yes Headland is fine
Yes Keep it at the same place
Yes Where the jetty currently is
Yes Where it is now
Yes where the jetty currently is
Yes Same location
Where it is
Appendix Three

Comments

Question Three: In 2013 community engagement stated that fishing was the highest recreational use of the Tanker Jetty, what do you feel are the preferred uses? (select your top three preferences)
All of the above!!!
All of the above
It’s history of the town, it’s always been an integral part of the town
Kayaking
When visiting, the anticipation to “go to the JETTY” is the highlight of all holidays and residents alike,
Learning our towns history
Family time
All of the above.
It is also a space for reflection and peace - a place to walk to alone or in company, for visitors and locals - an important creative space for photographers and other artists - as well a focus for water-based activities - a place to engage with the natural environment right on the edge of town , and it provides an unique visual perspective on the bay, and many wonderful wildlife encounters.
Use for current passenger ships stopping in Esperance
Marine habitat including fish and bird life.
Gives access to the young/disabled and frail aged to the sea.
Relaxing, unwinding, being as one & feeling the peace & quiet at the end
Sanity. It’s bliss at the end.
Erosion Protection
Feeding seals was a big tourist draw card. This seems to be an icon lost ( Sammy the seal needs to come back )
Must bring in cruise ship , what they have to do to get on & off now ( weather prmitting ) is medieval
Would like the visiting cruise ships to dock
Great for jogging and you could have a designated cycle path.
The verbal and non-verbal interactions between any “man” and his dog that occur during a visit to the jetty for whatever you enjoy cannot be underestimated for its valuable contribution to locals and visitors alike.
Relaxing - meditating (sitting at the end where it’s calm)
Calming gentle walk down the jetty at sunset/sunrise, helps to reinvigorate ones soul
Possibly small boat access, especially for disabled people
Passive enjoyment i.e. strolling, sitting watching sun rise and set, watch the boats and ships, photography
A retail / Tourism space addition would be great to see
Should we consider the possibility of the tourist liners docking to or having an transit point on the jetty ?
A town focal point
Cruise ship accessibility
All of the above
Diving  walking  swimming  viewing ocean creatures such as seals birds etc
For feeding Sammy the seal
Non-heirarchical free space
Family
If the jetty was built to a bigger, better specification. It could be utilised as a cruise ship berth, bringing more cruise ships to town and more tourism dollars.
Cruise ship docking
Seal watching
Family time
It would be a great idea to have it function as a cruise ship docking point also?
Diving,Showing visitors,Visual aspect,Photography
Landmark for orientating visitors. Ideally a structure that could handle the reception of cruise ships would be preferred. The artificial reef formed in and around the jetty could be promoted for diving.
A boardwalk with restaurants similar to fremantle
All of the above
Can I please put all of the above?
All of the above
All of the above
Berthing of passenger ships
Offering visual aspect of bay, underwater viewing area for walking public
As a terminus for water craft.
A safe swimming area would be great for families if possible
All other valued for Esperance why pick only one?
Why not all be able to be used
Swimming cage
Swimming cage
Mental health
Underwater observatory, tea rooms/café
An iconic bridge to connect to the jetty from the headland
History
Seahorse underwater viewing tube
Relaxing & unwinding
Being on the water without needing a boat
Kids spend time on jetty fishin instead of roaming streets and shopping centres
Keeps youth off streets and fishing off jetty also great tourist attraction for visitors
A landing as on the old jetty for swimming and small boats to access the jetty
Encouraging tourism
Receive cruise ships & underwater
Swimming and fresh air for young & old
Teaching our children to fish
Commercial interests
Likes all options
All of the options
Temporary berthing of smaller tourist related boats
Attraction
Riding
Meeting place
To have tea unit with family
Water slide
Social area
Sailing
Appendix Four

Comments

Question Four: What features would you like to see with a Tanker Jetty Replacement? (Select your top three)
All of the above sounds brilliant!!
Tanker jetty memorabilia plaques every 10 metres, with pictures and information about the previous tanker jetty.
Perhaps a rectangle shape (3 sided) like emu point in Albany (swimming area inside it)
All of the above should be on it
Cruise ship docking
Really lovely long walk out above the bay. I'm concerned about how you're thinking after reading the options you're giving at question 7: it implies a lack of faith in yourselves to do it.
A new jetty
Ability to off load cruise passengers
Under water obpserverie
All options listed above. Seating is essential but access for scuba divers and fishermen highest priority. Perhaps even include rod holders at strategic locations along the jetty edge. Suitable short term boat mooring so recreationa boats can also call in to access the food vans on the headland. If cost allows, an underwater observation area would also be great.
shade shelters and a fish cleaning bench - multiple facilities to encourage maximum use
shade shelters and a fish cleaning bench - multiple facilities to encourage maximum use
Could you not have plans for the future to design it similar to the Busselton jetty, with a gift shop and train tracks so the mini train down at the port authority could take rides out to the end??
Some sort of viewing platform/walkway. Doesn't necessarily need to be a jetty
Good lighting
Swimming 'pool' attached
Offshore rock groyne parallel to the shore
Underwater walk way or aquarium like you used to have years ago
Small Cruise terminal at end of jetty with facility for tourism outlets (IE souvenir shop and food bar etc)
Facilities for visitors from cruise ships
Underwater viewing area.
A restaurant or theme park rides at the end of the pier
Improved lighting
Lights
Adapt so cruise ships can dock.
Hand rail on at least one side
If a smaller jetty is built due to funding restrictions, design so it can be added to in the future.
Maybe more artificial reefs under length of jetty to encourage more fish species and better diving.
A toll booth to offset the cost of replacement and a cafe/licensed restraunt
All of the above would be good.
Lighting along the Jetty
Fish identification, catch limits
Not enough features to select. Like a cafe combining a glass viewing area
Toll Gate
Enclosed tidal pool for swimmers and recreation.
Underwater viewing facility.
facility to walk underwater for viewing marine environment, marine life
Retail/Tourism Hut, Built half way along. Similar to Busselton
round structure 'bowed outwards' to assist strength against wave action, plus adds architectural style
Cruise Ship Docking
visitors centre relocation as an important proactive contact for tourists and a toll system: User pays
Covered under water observatory at the end, possibly used as a branch of the Visitors Centre or
alternatively available as a commercial lease area for a very unique restaurant or similar.
Shark net swimming area with pontoon like all over SA
Restaurant on the end
Swimming platform
Seating underwater viewing would be fantastic .. Small rail system for the elderly or disabled
Something iconic
Berths for recreational boats and cruise ships that are now frequenting esperance more often , the shire
could charge berthing fees that would help pay for the project and create a few jobs simply because the
Jettys original use was for shipping
Just a basic jetty
Lighting
Good lighting along the jetty
Good lighting
Lighting
Binoculars
Cafe at the end
As big as the original
Beach Swimming pool like at Streaky Bay SA, Albany WA
Under water observation viewing
All of the other choices would be preferable features as well.
Docking area for cruise ships
Glass Bottom Restaurant or Tourist shop at the end.
Restaurants
Swimming Pool
An aquarium like the Bussleton great way to recoup costs for future maintenance
High strength rod holders
A jetty
Other features are well catered for along foreshore(eg seating, shade, diving)
All of the above
Lighting
All of the above
Safety rail for young children
Ocean pool like Streaky Bay or Port Lincoln.
All of the above
An artificial reef made of existing jetty concrete slabs on the seafloor
A low level platform or some way of getting people with a disability into a boat
Swimming pool like the port Lincoln and streaky bay jetty in South australia
Berthing area
Also low level platform, shade shelters, seating
Lighting
Full safety rails on both sides which the current one does not have, incorporating seats, lighting,
fisherman access etc.
Would love it to incorporate a safe ocean pool for swimming. No sharks allowed!!
Aquarium like Busselton
No further tax collecting
Tie up tenders for cruises
Under water viewing deck
Lighting
Innovative approach
Cruise ships
All of these
Swimming cage
Swimming cage
Swimming cage
Swimming cage
Swimming cage
Cruise ships
Tidal Pool
Mooring for the ships
Underwater viewing
Ocean pool
Cycle way
None
Boardwalk adjacent to headland for small business/fetes
Rod holders
Rock jetty
Underwater observatory
Same as it is if the Shire didn’t remove 1/2 of it
Historical significance
A new jetty
Under water aquarium
Under water aquarium
Rod holders
Shops
Information along it about Esperance
Like Busselton
Rod holders
Fishing jetty
Hire scuba diving
Water slide
Viewing platform for people to view from and feed fish to attract visitors
A significant replacement
Most important due to wind dorections, Geelong has a glassed in area on the 'T' section & resturant
A marina
Resturant
Aquarium & café
Two t-junctions along it's length to avoid side movement to swell & strong wind & being able to turn around a vehicle
Souvenir shop
Safe swimming area shark net
Underwater glass box
Outdoor swimming pool
High level platform
Water slide
Longer
Underwater observatory
Sammie the seal returned to our jetty
For children to learn to fish
Good lighting and safety issues
Facility for passenger lines to unload passengers
Larger area at end for café or similar
More lights
Sea swimming pool
Sea swimming pool
Sea swimming pool
Ladder to climb after swimming
Underwater observatory
Prefer a longer jetty rather than a T junction
Dock cruise boats
Lighting
Likes all options
Docking of Cruise ships
Lighting and life saving rings
Skate bowl at the end
Trench for cruise ships
Café at the end of the jetty
Café
Café
Café
Underwater glass viewing
Slides
Appendix Five

Comments

Question Six: How would you like to see the heritage value of our Tanker Jetty recognised?
Information stations along the Jetty, with historical info on the history of our jetty's construction and use.

Show people the history of our town as you walk along the jetty.

Points 2 and three above. Also a recognition of the more shameful aspects of our town's history with a plaque or similar accounting for the days of the curfew on aboriginals in the early and mid 20th century.

Incorporate usable elements in replacement design and leave piles for dive trail.

It's old and past its use by date so I don't mind what happens to it. I think the new jetty should go where the old jetty was.

Don't mind, as long as the left over piles are used or incorporated into something else.

New construction should mimic existing, at least repair the first 30m or so and continue out with same geometry.

All of the above.

Insufficient options to give a sensible response.

Collapsed piles and chain down for safety to create a reef and also incorporate some usable elements and material in replacement design.

Use the jetty wood for seating and structures.

Incorporate usable elements I leave some piles below, sculptures from wood.

Use some parts of the jetty as art works near it. The photos etc on the toilet areas which feature the jetty could have more explanation/history of the jetty.

One of the joys of the existing deck type structure is having the water under and around you.

The heritage listing is a waste of time if the jetty is demolished.

I would like to see marine grade cement pillions used alongside the existing Jetty and have the old wooden platform reinstated over a new structure to retain the cosmetic/historic value and limit the environmental impact throughout the sea bed.

All of above.

Historical photos and information boards along the boardwalk to commemorate our past when the tanker jetty was built and its uses over the years.

A big recognition of its past importance to the town of Esperance.

Reclaim the wood to use in new jetty and leave piles for divers.

Save the jetty.

Trick of the eye image of the current tanker jetty on glass so if you stand in a certain spot it is like you are looking at the tanker jetty in situ.

I would rather it be restored. The structures in Venice are older and they manage to retain their heritage why can't we do the same. New is not better, look at the revolting architecture of Elizabeth quay. Generations ago their understanding far surpasses current immediate design. Sometimes the old ways are better. Aspartame the synthetic sugar is now connected with poor health outcomes.

Keep the old and recognise its benefits.

Similar to a dive trail but possibly also a snorkle trail like the one at Woody Island.

Maybe a “replica” made from salvage timbers as a feature with historical story attached somewhere along the foreshore.

All of the above if possible!

I would like to incorporate elements in the design and leave piles below water line for a dive trail both using some elements of the Tanker Jetty and some piles for the dive trail.

Use original jetty timbers for public art projects that recognise the history of Esperance.

Both incorporate usable elements to the replacement design, and also leave piles for a dive trail.

An aquarium at the end.

Why not demolish the start of it so people can't access it and leave it there wouldn't it be cheaper than demolishing it? If that can't be done then yes leave some pillars in the water for divers and snorklers.
Shire has already spent a small fortune on heritage interp when building the waterfront, enough, already.

A circular jetty would be unique and give access from two points thereby enhancing the foreshore development.

Incorporating some usable elements, leaving some piles for dive trail, but the thing I would love to see is if replaced that the timber is recycled, local trades involved in using the materials for seating, shelters, perhaps feature strips in the new jetty with historic photos displayed of the old one, similar to the images portrayed on the public toilets, steps, artwork, so many things the timber could be used for and to be utilised for the decoration of the new jetty until options are exhausted then to be offered out to other community projects for their use, in the new skate park, in new developments around the town so there is history of the jetty living on through new life in a different form.

I do not want to see any old parts of the jetty used, lets look forward and create our own history now with both an iconic structure and one that has multiple uses.

Would love to see more art pieces made with the old jetty!
Sell all the timbers from the jetty demolition and put to new jetty
Photos on display of old jetty when is was commercial
A plaque photo of the old one
Need to be able to cope with the cruise ships
At the end of the Jetty - sink a submarine for an underwater restaurant
Leave existing jetty along side in parts (like Busselton)
Snorkel trail/area
Keep what's there
Underwater viewing tube
Use old wood in features around town eg: elders roundabout
Viewing platform
Jetty lighting
Leave as many piles as possible to protect the marine life
New construction using round treateed steel pylons placed at 6mt grids
Would need to view ideas to decide
Collapse the jetty to provide a reef to protect the unique marine life and animals that live there now
Wooden planks surface, total cost of various plans required
Allow residents to purchase some of the wood
Donate the wood to community groups ie Esperance Pony club
Donate timber to community groups
Donate it to pony club in whole pieces
Cost economic design
Also selected ‘Leave some piles below the water line for a dive trail’
Keep up maintenance to the 6th light
Always thought heritage listingmeant saving our heritage not pulling it down
Appendix Six

Comments unrelated to any specific question
(That is blackmail!! Shame Shame, you don’t want the truth!!)
No-way - you have already stated an increase of 6-8% for 10 years
No-way (rate rise)
No rates increase
Prepared to pay 5% rate increase
If we defer, can we have it in writing and it is not years away
Stairways between Kemp St and the Headland to re-establish beach access are required
Keep old jetty, how do we know rate increase goes towards the jetty!
How small? No less than 50% of current structure. As long as there is not other rate rise - Shire becomes more efficient
A smaller jetty in length
Smaller, but can be added to in the future
Build section at a time, as funds allow
Keep it simple no architects fees
Maybe could be lengthened over time
Jetty 200m long
5 % rate increase
10% rate increase, I have already donated $400 before I was a resident, Shire just kept it
5% rate increase
Need section for comments: Maybe need a contributing scheme for longer term residents
Great job with updating and improving the foreshore
Timber from the jetty should be sold (auctioned off in small lost to raise money). Replacement jetty should be in a "T" formation as an addition to James Street groyne and used for general activities such as fishing, walking etc
Why no offer to question 7 to specify other
Rates are too high as is
Sell assets ex Shark Lake Industrial - white elephant
Haven’t we been levied enough
If the state government can spend millions on unnecessary buildings in the city we should push for funds
The tanker jetty should be built so it can berth ocean lines which come to this town. The ocean liners could be charged a fee for berthing and there would be a way of getting some of the money for the project. Everyone should be charged a fee for using the jetty for whatever reason.
Most cost efficient over 100 years, Reduce shire cost of operating & commercial activity, jetty to generate its own funds
None - build a decent jetty with Council asset money & borrowing. Council need to trim some fat eg: 2 1/2% off operational budget, no new employees. Please do not use financial blackmail to determine jetty.
Have a berth for cruise liners they could help pay for the loan.
Shire would think about it’s priorities - $1.8m for depot????? Really too much
We are in our early 70’s and look forward to seeing something special when it is completed
My childhood was spent in Busselton where the jetty was one the main sources of recreation - fishing, swimming etc. when the jetty was destroyed by a storm it was replaced as ours should be. I have no doubt the “Buswell” effect on the area would have helped getting he necessary Govt funds!!
To Esp Shire, Since the Shire has lost the plot with the marine facilities in Esperance Bay Tanker Jetty Closed, James Street Closed, Taylor Street damaged, (Yacht club their own problems). Someone has not been doing their job, CEO for a start!!!! Since this has happened the though process should totally change. Jetty has to go. James Street in my opinionn for the next marina-jetty precint. Everything in Esperance Bya is beyond repair, look at the big picture. Rock breakwater to channel for cruiseships if pracible overlap with existing rock wall with yacht club, within that a marina (eateries, restrurants etc) could be incorporated with in the area.

Refer to letter & drawing
5-6% increase
3% increase
Is prepared to pay 10% in rates to go towards a replacment jetty
Does not need to be built to the length it is now
In the meantime can we open old jetty. Take a look at Carnavon Jetty. If you think our jetty is "Dangerous" they even run a small train daily. Council I think you’re over reacting
In the meantime can we open old jetty as we took our kids, then grandkids fishing on jetty, went to take our grandson and it was closed. Not happy with new shire
I strongly object to rate increases to pay for rebuild. Rate increases in recent years have been well above CPI and non sustainable